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ABSTRACT
A semi - empirical model for the Fourier synthesis of
deepwater, wind-wave scenes has been constructed for the
analysis of water-wave slope spectra. The main simplifying
assumptions of this model are 1) ful ly - developed wind-wave
surfaces are quas i -homogeneous
,
quas i - s tat ionary and are
therefore treatable by Fourier methods, 2) the subsurface is
both optically and mechanically deep, and 3) the small range
of spectral wave components defines a f e tch - 1 imi ted
,
small
amplitude condition. A nonlinear transformation of wave
slope to reflected and refracted radiance in both horizontal
and vertical polarizations was effected under the special
conditions of Brews ter - angle viewing under clear skies at a
spectral wavelength of 460 nanometers. Seventy two synthe
ses were varied with respect to six distinct solar posi
tions, four distinct wind directions, and three distinct
wind velocities.
The synthetic wave scenes were analyzed via the forward
Fourier transformation and their radiance magnitude spectra
were compared with the original slope magnitude spectra of
the initial synthesis in order to estimate the effects of
the nonlinear radiance transformation on the recovery of the
wave slope spectrum from imagery. Within the boundaries of
this study, it was determined that 1) the limited results of
Chapman and Irani [1981] have been generally verified, 2)
the existence of an optimal imaging geometry for slope spec
trum estimation is indicated, and 3) the presence of sub-
resolution wave slopes creates a significant effect on wave
slope spectra derived from imagery.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The intent of this study is twofold:
1) The first goal is to construct a reasonable linear model
to describe the interaction of wind-driven water waves with
the two primary sources of natural illumination: the
down-
welling sun and sky radiance (of which a fraction is reflec
ted in the direction of an overhead observer) and the up
-
welling
back- scattered subsurface radiance (of which a frac
tion is refracted in the direction of an overhead observer).
This linear model will be used to create synthetic scenes of
wind-driven water waves and derive their radiance magnitude
spectra .
2) The second goal is to analyze the spatial radiance dis
tribution of the synthetic wave scenes with respect to sun
position, wind direction, wind velocity, polarization, and
sub - resolution slope variance in order to compare the magni
tudes of error that arise from the treatment of the radiance
image magnitude spectrum as a linearizable reconstruction of
the slope magnitude spectrum of the imaged water surface.
This study is essentially
an amplification and extension of
1
the work of Chapman and Irani [1981] .
In the 1950s, the two unrelated fields of oceanography
and photographic science both experienced a minor renais
sance with the introduction of the concepts of stochastic
processes and power spectral analysis that were first ap
plied in communications engineering [Blackman & Tukey,
1958] . Power spectral analysis provided a powerful analy
tical tool to photographic science for evaluating image
quality; likewise, power spectral analysis provided a lin
ear, statistical mechanism to oceanography for evaluating
the large number of deterministic theories concerning the
development, propagation, and decay of water waves [Kinsman,
1965] . An excerpt of a letter from the oceanographer , Dr.
Walter Munk
,
to Drs . Blackman and Tukey gives an indication
of beneficial results that were obtained with the new meth
ods :
"
. . .we were able to discover in the general
wave record a very weak
low- frequency peak which
would surely have escaped our
attention without
spectral analysis. This peak, it turns out, is
almost certainly due to a swell
from the Indian
Ocean, 10,000 miles distant. Physical dimensions




Oceanographer s had previously developed a number of photo





information about water-wave surface structure [Hulburt,
1934; Barber , 1949 , 1954; Cox & Munk , 19 54a , b ; Schoo ley , 1954 ;
Pierson, 1960] . It was not until the advent of the digital
computer and the implementation of the digital Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) that oceanography was able to efficiently
analyze the wave scene into its spectral components and
derive the directional 2D spectrum for elevation and slope
[ Kinsman , 1965 ; Pierson & Stacy, 1973]. The current study is
a continuation of existing research which analyzes digital
images of water waves through digital simulations.
The current study builds upon the work of Chapman and
Irani [1981]. They, in turn, extended the work of Stilwell
[1969; Stilwell & Pilon,1974] and Kasevich [1975; Kasevich
et al .
,
19 7 1 , 1972 ] in an attempt to quantify the parametric
nonl inear i ties that may exist between the slope magnitude
spectrum of the water surface and the radiance magnitude
spectrum of the water surface image as a linearizable
reconstruction of the slope magnitude spectrum of the actual
water surface. The current study reconstructs the synthetic
model of Chapman and Irani with some selected modifications
and enhancements :
1) no sensor or path radiance model is introduced as the
intent of this study is to estimate only the effects of wave
and illumination geometry on the nonlinear transformation of
slope to radiance,
2) a correlation model is introduced to provide a conserva
tive spatial filter for synthesizing the effects of sub-res
olution wave-slope variance on the image spatial radiance
dis tr ibution
,
3) a subsurface upwelling refracted radiance model is intro
duced to provide an additional nonlinear element to the
analysis and to more adequately model the slope spectra ob
tained from visible images,
4) the zenith angle of observation is set at the Brewster
angle (relative to mean sea surface) in order to define the
extent to which the nonlinear transformation is affected by




5) the analysis of normalized difference spectra is intro
duced in order to provide a more direct correspondence with
the analysis of slope variance as calculated from integrated
power spectra .
The remainder of the Introduction is organized into
four sub - chap ters :
Chapter 1.1 introduces the topic of wind- generated waves,
with emphasis on the small nonl inear i t ies that must be
cons idered .
Chapter 1.2 is an overview of the development of realistic
syntheses of water-wave scenes, with emphasis on synthetic
radiance imagery.
Chapter 1.3 is an overview of the development of image
analysis of water-wave scenes, with emphasis on wave-slope
spectrum analysis.
Chapter 1.4 is a review of the pertinent research which pre
cedes the current study, with emphasis on the development of
the first-order theory. Extracts from the introductory
analysis of Kasevich [1975] and Stilwell [1969] are presen
ted, followed by an overview of both the simulation experi
ment of Chapman and Irani [1981] and the experimental design
of the current study.
1.1 Introduction to Wind-Driven Water Waves
Fully three quarters of the planet is covered with a
layer of water; except for the rare instances of sustained
windlessness where the surface is smooth and specular, the
water surface is disturbed by the addition of directional
friction energy applied by wind passing over the surface.
(Tides, Cor iol is - force waves, ear thquake - generated waves,
and other very
-
long -per iod waves are not considered here.)
Up to some maximum wind velocity, the disturbed surface
remains analytic (infinitely dif ferent iable ) and can be
described as a quas i - s tat ionary , pseudo
- Gaus s ian process
[ Kinsman , 1965 ] with an approximate power elevation spectrum.
Figure 1.1:1 illustrates Dr. Kinsman's relative estimation
of the power elevation spectrum describing the energy
contained in the surface waves of the oceans. Note that
energy, L , is proportional to | e levation |
'
.
The nonl inear it ies of real water-wave surfaces can be
attributed to four dominant factors [ Kinsman , 196 5 ;
LeMehaute
, 1976] :
First, wind energy is added to the water in a directional
and time-variant manner. Cox and Munk [1954a, b] found the
wave-slope distribution to be nearly Gaussian, as would be
expected for a continuous wideband spectrum. However, the
cross-wind distribution of slopes is symmetric and the
along-wind distribution is slightly skewed so that the most
probable wave slope is directed upwind, a result they










Frequency ( cycles per second)
FIGURE 1.1:1. Schematic representation of the energy
contained in the surface waves of the oceans - 4n fact, a
guess at the power spectrum, (from Kinsman
,
1965 )
Second, both gravitational and molecular forces act on
material water waves to inhibit random generation of very-
large - elevation waves and, in the derivative, random
generation of very steep wave slopes. Also, the natural
7
propagation state of a high - amp 1 itude , narrowband water wave
is cycloidal rather than sinusoidal, i.e. with elongated
flat troughs and shorter peaked crests. This cycloidal form
diminishes as the sea state increases and spectral wave -
component energy is transferred over a wider band of wave
-
numbers, but it does not disappear. Therefore, the wave
surface is ps eudo - Gaus s ian in that the elevation and slope
distributions exhibit a slight kurtosis (peakedness) and a
truncation of the large -variance components. Cox and Munk
correlated their results with a Gram- Char lier representation
of a Gaussian distribution to account for this slight skew-
ness and kurtosis.
Figure 1.1:2 illustrates the cross-wind and along-wind
distributions of wave slopes (from Cox & Munk, 1954b).
Note that the curves are normalized to equal areas.
Third, there is a nonlinear transfer of wave energy from the
high-frequency components of the wave spectrum to the
low-
frequency components as a function of time, fetch, and sea
state. As previously mentioned,
there is some maximum wind
velocity beyond
which the water surface acquires excessive
energy, which leads to instability and a consequent loss of
analytic structure. A familiar manifestation is
white-
capping of the waves. Up to this point of ful ly
- deve loped
sea state, the effect of wind energy is to generate
small-
amplitude capillary waves which tend to become dampened by
surface tension and which impart energy to the lower-fre
quency waves upon which they are riding. In 1847, Stokes
[1880] defined the maximum wave slope which each wave com
ponent could attain before it became unstable; each spectral
component transferred energy to lower frequencies until sat
uration; if the lower regime was saturated, whitecapping
resulted. Within the range of gravity waves, the maximum
wave slope is approximately 1/7. For capillary waves, the
maximum wave slope can approach 1/1. Chapter 2.2 will il
lustrate the fact that the greater part of the slope var
iance from a fully - developed wind-wave surface is due to
capillary waves.
Fourth, water waves refract in the presence of subsurface
obstacles just as light refracts in the presence of media
with differing refractive indices. Refractive
nonlinear-
ities appear only when the ratio
of wavelength to depth
becomes large. As long as the deepwater condition is sat
isfied (i.e. the longest wavelength under consideration is
small relative to depth) the wave surface remains linear
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FIGURE 1.1:2. Facet slope-angle (beta) distribution
probability for a
wind- roughened sea, computed for various
wind speeds by means of the Cox & Munk probability function.
(from Sidran,1981)
In sum, a linear model for a synthetic water surface
would most accurately describe inf inite
- fetch
, fully devel
oped wind waves propagating over deep water and with steady
homogeneous winds blowing in a constant direction at veloc
ities well below the point of spectral saturation. The
predominant discrepancy of a linear model is that the lack
of directional skew allows a 180-degree ambiguity in the
direction of wind propagation.
10
1.2 Image Synthesis of Water-Wave Scenes
An Overview
The subject of image synthesis is best introduced by
Upson :
"Within computer graphics and animation, two
major sub - disciplines have developed: graphics for
entertainment or artistic purposes, and graphics
for scientific or technical purposes. Computer
scientists working on entertainment applications
have emphasized the correct visual representation
of natural phenomena and have developed ad hoc
physical simulations to accomplish this. Computa
tional scientists working in the physical sciences
have devoted their efforts to the underlying phys
ies for simulating phenomena, with little emphasis
on the visual representation.
In recent years these two approaches have
begun to reach the limits of their ability to work
without each other. The realism required in en
tertainment animation is beyond that obtainable
without physically realistic models. Similarly,
numerical simulations in the physical sciences are




Progress in the image synthesis of natural phenomena is
occurring within three overlapping
lines of research:
1) geometric models which provide a more accurate model of
natural texture and shape,
2) illumination models which provide a more accurate model
of the physical interaction between light and matter, and
3) temporal models which provide a more accurate model of
the equations of motion for natural systems.
11
Most research devoted to the realistic synthesis of water-
wave scenes has occurred within the last decade as part of
the general interest in rendering of complex natural phe
nomena by computer. Early artistic renderings concentrated
on generating low oblique scenes with realistic surface
texture but with little attention to correct illumination
effects. Early scientific renderings concentrated on the
generation of near-nadir scenes with correct radiometry in
order to simulate remotely sensed oceanographic imagery
having low spatial resolution.
Whitted [1980] created one of the earliest attempts at
rendering water waves in his film "The Compleat Angler".
The ripples on a flat pool surface were generated by 'bump
mapping'
,
where the surface normal was perturbed by a single
sinusoidal function. Bump mapping was first introduced by
Blinn [1978] . Information International used a similar
technique with cycloidal waveforms to create a leader for
Pyramid Films [1981]. Perlin [1985] amplified this tech
nique by using 20 superimposed cycloidal waveforms, each
radiating from randomly selected centers. The character
istic limitation of bump mapping is that the actual surface
is flat; there is no change in surface height to correspond
to the perturbation of a local normal vector.
12
Schacter [1980] developed a scalar texture model for
realtime image generation of waves, using sums of three or
fewer long- crested
, narrowband noise waveforms. This sto
chastic geometric model was intended for realtime image syn
thesis of a variety of textured surfaces or random fields
with no regard to the physics of surf ace - light interaction.
Norton et al.[1982] employed frequency - limited (or 'clamp
ed') analytical functions for the same purpose.
Max [1981] used a vectorized ray-tracing algorithm on a
Cray-1 supercomputer to model optical reflection on water
waves for use in a color animation film "Carla's Island".
The wave-surface height field was modeled by superimposed
traveling sine waves. Each ray was constrained to reflect
off the water at most two times before it proceeded to other
scene elements. However, no effort was made to accurately
model the attenuated spectral radiance of the synthetic
scene; a geometric rule
- of
- thumb approach was used to com




that were input from an RGB (Red- Green- Blue )
translation table.
In 1985, Ts'o and Barsky [1987] applied the Stokes
13
model of the sea surface and generated height fields by
fitting beta-splines with parameters that yielded symmetric
waves. This model simulated directional refraction of water
waves due to interaction with the ocean floor. Peachey
[1986] similarly implemented the Stokes model as a height
field but used quadric surfaces to create asymmetry. This
synthesis also used a par ticle - sys tern model to simulate the
effects of surf spray on a beach but without the effect of
directional refraction. Peachey gave some thought to sur
face reflection of skylight but ultimately assumed a
Lamber-
tian approximation for rough surfaces in the calculation of
pixel brightness. Fournier and Reeves [1986] reviewed the
work of the previous authors and produced a Gerstner wave
model that incorporated a wind field and a stochastic ele
ment to perturb the wave model in addition to the previously
noted features. Even in this final product, reflection is
simulated by a one-level ray trace with selective filtering
of the RGB color 'spectrum'.
Fractal and sequential Markov-chain synthesis tech
niques have been developed to simulate the texture of many
natural surfaces including ocean waves [Mandelbrot , 19 7 7 ,
1988; Gagalowicz & Ma, 1985;
Monne et al.,1981]. In general,
these techniques are
considered to produce poor synthetic
14
water-wave images. The main objection to the surfaces
generated by these processes is that they are not contin
uously dif ferentiable . The surface normal vector at a point
can only be approximated via a neighborhood average. How
ever, it is interesting to note (in the context of wave
surfaces) that the mathematician Karl Weierstrass developed
the first fractal function by describing an infinite series
of superimposed harmonic sinusoids:
f(t) = (l)C0S(w*t)-r-(l/a)C0S(b*w*t) + (l/a2)C0S(b2*w*t) + . . . ,
to yield a series representation of a continuous yet non-
different iab le function. In this particular case, the
fractal dimension d = LN(a)/LN(b).
Mastin et al. [1987] recognized the inadequacy of the
fractal model for ocean scenes and instead treated water
surfaces as filtered white-noise processes. For his filter,




elevation power spectrum for fully
- deve loped
, wind-driven
seas. A white-noise surface was filtered in the frequency
domain and then inve rs e - Four ier - trans formed to create the
synthesized wave image. The surfaces were animated by
varying the phase of the frequency components between each
15
frame, based on the dispersion relation between phase veloc
ity and wave frequency. Mastin employed a simple illumina
tion model to render the scenes but indicated that "incor
poration of Fresnel's law into the reflectance model would
probably enhance image
quality."
Borrego and Machado [1985] used essentially the same
filter technique as Mastin but with a Pierson- Neumann spec
trum. They wrote their images to photographic film and then
analyzed the film via the optical Fourier transformation and
optical cross - corre lat ion in order to compare synthetic
results with real photographs of the sea. They did not use
any illumination model density values on film corresponded
to surface height since their analysis was only a
first-
order approximation.
Attempts to combine a water-wave surface model with
correct radiometry are fewer in number:
Chapman and Irani [1981] attempted to quantify the
error magnitudes associated with linearizing the relation
ship between
the spatial frequency spectrum of an image and
the slope spectrum of the actual water surface. Their
radiometric model, though incomplete, is the most
comprehen-
16
sive found within this survey. It will be described in
detail in the Methods section as their combined model pro
vides the point of departure for the current study.
Wilf and Manor [1984] applied the Chapman and Irani
model to a restricted case: the simulation of water-wave
images in the far infrared. They simplified their model
with the assumption of a Forward Looking Infra-Red (FLIR)
sensor having limited spatial resolution and sensitivity.
Schwartz and Hon [unpublished] and Masuda et al. [1988] also
limited their models to the far infrared with the intent of
simulating the angular effect of emissivity on sea tempera
ture variation due to wind - roughened water.
It is apparent from this overview that the field of
image synthesis, with emphasis on rendering of water waves,
is less than a decade old. The integration of radiometry
within these syntheses has occurred infrequently and for a
limited objective in each instance.
17
1.3 Image Analysis of Water-Wave Seen e s
An Overview
In 1925, Schumacher made oblique stereo-pairs from a
ship with the intent of measuring the variability of wave
heights. The utility of this method was severely limited
due to many factors: 1) the camera baseline was restricted
to the length of the ship; 2) waves in the foreground ob
structed waves in the background; 3) backsides of waves were
not visible; and 4) there was a lack of
'ground'
control on
open seas for height determination the errors are espe
cially pronounced from an oblique perspective [Pos,1988].
In 1933, Hulburt [1934] made polarized and unpolarized
oblique photographs of sun glitter on sea waves to measure
the polarization of light at sea with respect to surface
roughness, sun angle, and weather conditions. Because the
widths of glitter patterns correlate to the maximum slope of
the sea surface, Hulburt was able to demonstrate that waves
in the North Atlantic varied from 15 degrees inclination
when winds were blowing at 3 knots up to 25 degrees incli
nation at 18 knots .
Sawyer [1949] mounted a Sonne strip camera on a fast
low-flying airplane to photograph narrow strips of the sea
surface and measure the directional spectrum of the waves.
The field of view was too narrow to capture significant
amounts of surface data orthogonal to the flightline. The
accuracy of the spectral estimate decreased with the angle
from the flightline.
Also in 1949, Barber [1949,1954] analyzed single photo
graphs of sea surfaces to determine wave direction but he
was unable to determine the two-dimensional (2D) spectrum
due to the computing limitations of the time. At this
point, it became apparent that an essential requirement for




high- contras t images covering large
areas. The intent was to photographically capture signifi
cant information about the largest range of spatial fre
quency components without perspective distortion or hidden
surface detail. It also became apparent that the analysis
of large amounts of spatial information required the power
of a digital computer.
In 1951, Cox and Munk [1954a, b] measured the wave-slope
distributions of the sea surface from aerial photographs of
sun-glitter patterns. They computed the distribution from
19
the measured variation of radiance within a glitter pattern
instead of computing maxima from the pattern boundaries as
done by Hulburt. Four cameras were flown from a single
airplane at altitudes of 2000 feet, with two used as imagers
and two used as radiometers. Their image analysis was quite
sophisticated; it accounted for sun diameter, angular re
flectivity, lens falloff, film sensitivity, exposure cali
bration, and ultimately provided a first-order relationship
between film density and directional wave-slope probability.
In 1953, Schooley [1954] performed a simplified version
of the Cox and Munk experiment by taking flash photographs
of a river surface from a 45-foot bridge elevation at night.
The main limitation of his experiment was the probable in-
homogeneity of the water surface due to limited fetch and
the presence of surrounding obstacles.
In 1954, medium- altitude (3000 ft) s tereopho tography
was employed by Marks and Ronne [1955] to generate
stereo-
pairs of sea surfaces. Two airplanes carried radio-synchro
nized cameras and a surface ship acted as
'ground'
control
in the photographs. Elevations were pho togrammetr ically
measured at discrete points and the sampled elevation array
was then auto
- correlated (the sampling distance determined
20
the desired spectral resolution). This experiment marks the
first recorded use of a digital computer to calculate the
directional 2D spectra of water waves. The work of Cote et
al. [1960] enhanced this basic technique. More recent
stereophotogrammetric efforts include Holthuijsen [1983a, b]
and Pos et al . [1988]. Elements of this later work include
methods to render the water opaque so that a more exact
calculation of the height field can be made.
During the 1950s and early 1960s, Longue t
- Higgins
[1952-1962; Cartwright & Longuet -Higgins , 1956 ] elaborated on
the results of Cox and Munk to formulate the statistical
theory of patterns, paths, number, frequency, and distribu
tions of specular reflection points on randomly moving
surfaces. Stilwell [1969; Stilwell & Pilon,1974] correlated
the statistics of sea-surface images to the wave-slope
statistics of the actual sea surface. Under the assumptions
of uniform sky radiance, optimized viewing geometry, and
small surface slopes, Stilwell derived the relationship
between the film transmittance of an imaged surface point
and the range component of the wave slope at that surface
point. He further demonstrated a linearizable relationship
between the spatial image spectrum and the imaged surface
slope spectrum. Kasevich [1975] extended Stilwell's model
21
to second order to develop an optimization criterion for the
relationship. Chapman and Irani [1981] took this work one
step further by applying a synthetic model and executing a
limited quantification of the error magnitudes associated
with the parametric dependence of this linear model. This
work will be further detailed in Chapter 1.4.
Sheres [1980] developed a novel technique for remotely
sensing surface-flow velocities based on imagery of mono
chromatic wavetrains of known frequency (such as those
generated by a motor boat) propagating over the region of
interest. His work demonstrated that the wavelength and
direction of two different wavetrains generated all the
required information to calculate surface flows. Gotwols
and Irani [1980] developed a similar technique to determine
the phase velocity of short gravity waves.
Exotic sensors using LASER [Palm et al.,1977; Schau,
1978; Abshire & McGarry , 1987 ] and LIDAR [Weinman , 19 8 8 ] have
been used to extract directional spectra and surface back-
scatter data at higher wavenumbers (i.e. the capillary wave
regime). Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) imagery has been
used to estimate spectra, phase velocities, and propagation
directions at lower wavenumbers (i.e. the gravity wave
re-
22
gime) [Monaldo & Lyzenga , 19 8 6 ; Monaldo & Kasevich , 19 8 2 ;
Carlson, 1984] . Also, Long Wave Infrared (LWIR) sensors have
been used to calculate spatial spectra of ocean- surf ace tem
perature [ Saunders , 1967 , 1968 ; McLe ish , 19 70 ] .
Lybanon [1985] reported on the implementation of an
automated image - analys i s system by the U.S. Naval Ocean
Research & Development Activity (NORDA) . The Interactive
Digital Satellite Image Processing System, or IDSIPS, can
automatically derive the sea-surface slope statistics from
sun-glitter images through analysis of the imaging geometry.
As a late example of the practical application of water-
surface spectra determination, Fisher [1986] analyzed four
sun-glitter images taken from the space shuttle Challenger
(STS-41G) to locate acoustically important oceanogr aphic
features in support of hydro - acous tical sensor placement.
It is apparent from this overview that, in six decades,
the methods of water
- surf ace imaging have moved from surface
ships to airplanes to satellites and spacecraft. Likewise,
the measurement and analysis of the resulting imagery have
undergone a corresponding increase in computational power
and sophistication.
23
1.4 Review of Pertinent Literature
A comprehensive review would include the work of
Stilwell and Pilon [1974], and Kasevich et al . [1971,1972].
The emphasis of this earlier work is on the analysis of
coherent optical processing techniques as applied to photo
graphic emulsions of wave scenes. Kasevich [1975] provides
a general introduction to the first-order theory subsequent
to the development of his approximate geome trie - op tics
second-order theory to estimate the optimum viewing geometry
for the obtainment of reasonable spectra. Stilwell [1969]
provides additional development of image analysis with
respect to the law of Malus subsequent to performing an
optical analysis to derive directional energy spectra. Only
the first-order theory is reviewed here; a review of the
second-order theory is beyond the scope of this study since
the theory of Kasevich assumes simplified approximations for
both Fresnel reflectivity and sky radiance distributions.
However, the most general results of the second-order theory
can be compared, with caution, to the results of this study.
Any second-order theory
that is developed for this geometric
problem loses definiteness because the spatial distributions
for natural radiance are independent; no general solution
can be specified [ S tilwe 1 1 , 1969 ] . This is the prime motiva-
24
tion for the simulation and analysis of geometric effects
through empirical models.
Review of Kasevich [1975]
The essential requirement for the determination of
slope spectra from wave images is to have the spatial mod
ulation of the image be proportional to the wave profile.
Kasevich uses the example of a transparency with film expo
sure, E, defined over its linear region by
E(y) = [f0(y) (-gamma/2) ]*[i+f (y)/f0(y) ]
("gamma/2) [1.4:1]
where
E(y) = fo(y) + f(y) - [i-4:2]
and
gamma = the film gamma,
such that
f()(y) = t^rie mean exposure on film,
and
f(y) = the exposure modulation due to scattering of radiance
from specular wave-slope facets.
This example is given for a two-dimensional case.
If f()(y) f(y)< then Equation [1.4:1] can be expanded
25
in a binomial series to yield the approximation
E(y) - [f0(y)( gaMa/2)]*[l (gamma/2)*f(y)/f0(y)] . [1.4:3]
The estimation of the slope spectrum from the forward
Fourier transform of the image requires that f(y) be linear
with respect to the wave slope dz/dy, where z is the surface
elevation. This condition can only be approximately satis
fied because of the nonlinearity of 1) the spatial radiance
distributions found in nature, 2) the Fresnel reflectivity
variation with respect to incidence angle, and 3) the re
fraction of upwelling subsurface radiance in the direction
of the observer.
Review of Stilwell [1969]
For a small wave-slope angle beta, the small-angle
approximation is:
beta = ATAN(dz/dy) = dz/dy [1.4:4]
where beta is the fundamental parameter for extracting
wave-
slope spectra from imagery. The law of Malus defines the
radiance observed at azimuth angle theta as a simple func
tion of Fresnel reflectivity and
incident radiance:
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L0 ( the ta , be ta , omega) = L(mu)*R(omega)
where
[1.4:5
L0 ( theta , beta , omega) = the observed reflected radiance,
L(mu) = the incident radiance to be reflected,
R(omega) = the Fresnel reflectivity (for any arbitrary
po lar ization) ,
theta = the zenith angle of observation,
beta = the slope of the reflecting surface,
mu = the zenith angle of the incident radiance,
and
omega = the angle of incidence,
such that
omega = theta - beta [1.4:6]
and
mu = omega - beta. [1.4:7]
Figure 1.4:1 illustrates the angular relations in two dimen
sions .
The variation of observed radiance with respect to a change




FIGURE 1.4:1. Angular relations for the 2D case.



















where the prime (') denotes the first derivative with re
spect to the argument. With the assumption that the water
surface remains analytic, the small-angle linear approxima-
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tion holds in the Fourier transform for wave-slope angles
(beta) up to at least 30 degrees [ S t i lwe 1 1 , 19 6 9 ] .
Review of Chapman and Irani [1981]
The intent of the work of Chapman and Irani was to
quantify the parametric dependencies of errors inherent in
linearly relating a wave-slope magnitude spectrum to the
corresponding radiance image magnitude spectrum. Their ap
proach was to simulate radiance images of sea-like surfaces
in two dimensions. Their simulation utilized models of the
sea surface, the sky radiance distribution, and the non
linear transfer function that transforms surface slope to
radiance. They determined that the two-dimensional simula
tion was computationally expensive so only a small number of
geometries were investigated. However, they initially used
a simpler one
- dimens ional model of a +15-degree sinusoidal
surface propagating in a single direction along the sensor
field in order to survey various imaging geometries for po
tential synthesis and analysis in two dimensions.
Figure 1.4:2 illustrates the two-dimensional methodology for
image synthesis and error analysis used by Chapman and



































































FIGURE 1.4:2. Methodology of error estimation in two dimen
sions, (from Chapman & Irani,1981)
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Chapman and Irani used two figures of merit derived
from signal analysis to describe the nonlinearity of the
slope - to - radiance transformation. The first figure of merit
is the ratio of the fundamental component to the DC compo
nent which they termed the contrast of the wave image. The
second figure of merit is the square root of the power in
the upper harmonics divided by the power in the fundamental,
which they termed the Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) of the
wave image. An optimal imaging geometry for measuring slope
statistics would maximize contrast and minimize THD, based
upon their terminology. These figures of merit were com
puted for the results of their one - dimens ional model. To
quote Chapman and Irani:
"...these figures of merit do not represent
realistic contrasts or distortion statistics for
sea surface imaging because the distribution of
slopes over a sinusoid differs substantially from
the approximately Gaussian distribution of sea
surface
slopes."
[Chapman & Irani, 1981]
Their initial results indicated that the figures of merit
showed a substantial, asymmetric dependence on slope azimuth
for certain geometries and may misrepresent the utility of a
particular geometry.
Chapman and Irani then applied their two-dimensional
synthesis and analysis to six selected geometries with the
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intent of evaluating the azimuthal dependence of their
figures of merit. Their two-dimensional results indicated
that 1) nonlinearity is largely independent of wavenumber,
2) nonlinearity remains relatively low (error < 3 dB) over a
relatively wide range of azimuth (100-120 degrees) around
the sensor azimuth, and 3) nonl inear i ties increase within
30-40 degrees of the cross-field direction.
Experimental Design of the Current Study
As earlier stated, the current study is essentially an
amplification and extension of Chapman and Irani as develop
ed from a proposed statement of work:
"An exhaustive evaluation of our radiance
modulation model would involve: 1) simulating the
geometry of a surface area; 2) transforming that
surface geometry into an image using a particular
set of optical conditions; 3) estimating the slope
spectrum of the simulated surface and the spectrum
of the image; 4) repeating steps 1-3 for all other
possible imaging geometries; and 5) comparing each
image spectrum with the corresponding slope spec
trum to obtain estimates of the error arising from
nonlinearity. This, in fact, is impractical be
cause there are a large number of parameters to be
varied, and, for any set of these parameters, the
error computation involves a large number of oper
ations." [Chapman & Irani, 1981]
The intent of this study is to develop and execute a
test design which provides a minimal yet optimal set of pa
rameters to both verify the limited results of Chapman and
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Irani and to complete a more detailed parametric surface
exploration .
For their two-dimensional analysis, the experimental
design of Chapman and Irani was of the order 1x3x2 factors
relative to the current study, which is of the order 3x4x6
factors :
Wind Friction Velocity 12.0, 36.0, and 60.0 cm/sec versus
12.0 cm/sec. These three velocities define the envelope of
the linear wind-wave model.
Wind Azimuth +90:-90, +4 5: 135, 0:180, and -45:135 degrees
(with ambiguity) versus +90: -90, +30: -120, and 0:180 degrees
(with ambiguity) .
Sun Position (0,0), (0,53.2), (45,53.2), (90,53.2),
(135,53.2), and (180,53.2), where the coordinates are (azi




The experimental design of the current study spans the
complete range of azimuthal
geometries in increments of 45
degrees .
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The zenith angle of observation for the current study
model is set at the mean Brewster angle (53.2 degrees at 460
nm) (versus 60.0 degrees at 800 nm in the Chapman and Irani
model) so that the effect of vertically polarized radiance
due to wave-slope deviations from the mean surface can be
compared with the observed horizontally polarized radiance.
Only the horizontally polarized radiance was computed in the
Chapman and Irani study.
In addition, the effect of upwelling subsurface radi
ance is incorporated into the current study model in order
to estimate the effect that refracted radiance may have on
the nonlinearity of the reconstructed slope spectrum.
Also, the effect of sub - res o lut ion wave slopes is
incorporated into the current study model in order to ac
count for the spatially filtered wave-slope spectrum that
exists beyond the maximum sampling frequency of the model.
Figure 1.4:3 illustrates the differences between the two
studies, based on the combinations of synthetic imaging ge
ometries that are analyzed in two dimensions.
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FIGURES 1.4:3(a) & (b). 2D imaging geometries used in the
current study (a) versus the Chapman and Irani study (b).
In summation, the experimental design for the current
study requires the analysis of 72 distinct synthetic imaging
combinations versus 6 combinations in the previous study.
The analysis of these synthetic results will provide more
complete information on the geometric effects of slope
spectrum reconstruction than the simplified one -3imens ional




The current study model uses a two-dimensional
Pierson-
Stacy elevation power spectrum to create a synthetic wind-
wave-slope surface that conforms to the results of a number




b ; Longuet -Higgins ,
1957; Pierson & Stacy, 1973]. Downwelling skydome (solar and
skylight) radiance for clear skies and upwelling subsurface
radiance for clear, deep water are both synthetically cre
ated from analytic models. These synthetic radiance distri
butions are decomposed into their polarized components.
The synthetic radiance image is generated by first
calculating the surf ace
- s lope distribution of the synthe
sized water surface and then applying the law of Malus to
linearly map the radiance distributions, the polarized Fres
nel reflection coefficients, and the surface projection
coefficients to the surf ace
- slope distributions to compute
the reflected and refracted polarized radiance from each
sample area in the direction of observation.
Figure 2.0:1 illustrates the methodology for image synthesis
and error analysis used in the current study.
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BPECin SLOPE MAGNITUDE SrECTFUM
(Equatione 2.2:1-2.2:24)
SYNTHESIZE SKYDOME DOWNWELLING SYNTHESIZE SUBDOME UPWELLING
RADIANCE (H 6 V POLARIZATION) RADIANCE (H 6 V POLARIZATION)
(Equations 2.3:1-2.3:13) (Equations 2.4:1-2.4:7)
(Equations 2.5:17-2.5:29)
RESOLVE INTO COMPONENT SPECTRA MULTIPLY BY SURFACE PROJECTION MULTIPLY BY SURFACE PROJECTION
(Equations 2.2:25-2.2:26) & FRESNEL REFLECTION COEFFICIENTS | COEFFICIENTS





WHITE NOISE & INVERSE FFT
(Equations 2.2:27-2.2:29)





WAVE SLOPE ATTENUATION FILTER
Lw'
(BETA,ALPHA) (H & V)
(Equations 2.5:10-2.5:16)
(Equations 2.5:17-2.5:29)
SI.OPF. MAGNITUDE ARRAY (BETA)
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Schematic methodology of the
current study
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Chapman and Irani [1981], in their error computations
of the linear estimation of surf ace - s lope spectra from image
spectra, assumed that the nonlinearity of the
slope-to-
radiance transfer function was the principal source of
error. They did note other possible sources of error but
chose not to incorporate them in their study. The current
study attempts to include those sources of variation which
are directly or indirectly attributable to the geometric
effect of water surfaces on the modulation of observed
radiance :
1) Perspective Distortion
2) Variation of the Sensor Response Function
3) Spatial and Spectral Filtering
No sensor model is implied in this synthesis other than the
existence of a spatial Nyquist frequency and a geometric
location for a viewpoint. Chapman and Irani stated "we
assume digital processing techniques are used so that per
spective distortion and trends in the response function over
the field of measurement can be removed prior to obtaining
the image
spectra"
and "we assume that the optical modula
tion transfer function of the camera adequately filters the
surface radiance spectrum and thereby eliminates aliasing
errors."
This synthesis does, however, incorporate a
corre-
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lation model to account for the spatially filtered,
high-
frequency wave-slope spectrum that exists beyond the maximum
spatial sampling frequency.
4) Upwelling Radiant Energy
5) Scattered Radiant Energy
No atmospheric model is implied in this synthesis. However,
a model for subsurface absorption and scattering is incor
porated, providing radiance variation due to refraction of
upwelling surface radiance by surface waves. The model of
Chapman and Irani assumed that the surface is viewed 15-60
degrees from nadir so that surface reflection predominates.
Also, they assumed that their camera was viewing through
clear air and sensing in the near
- infrared region so that
the effects of path radiance and refracted subsurface radi
ance could be ignored.
6 ) Wave Shadows
The work of both Saunders [1967] and Goodell [1971] was
reviewed in regard to potential models which compensate for
wave shadowing or "hiding". The
current linear model, as
developed, adequately incorporates the effect described by
Goodell for the established zenith angle of observation, the
mean Brewster angle. To quote Goodell:
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"Facets with small tilts, although more
probable, reflect only small portions of the sky.
Facets with greater tilts, although less probable,
reflect much larger sky portions from higher up.
Eventually the [G]aussian slope distribution al
lows only vanishingly small contributions from
wave slopes so that the average contribution seems
to come from sky elevations of [approximately 30
degrees, for an oblique observation looking below
the horizon] . Thus, masking need not be postula
ted in order to explain the apparent 15-degree sea
slope
effect."
[Goodell , 1971 ]
Figure 2.0:2 illustrates the effect modeled by Goodell
14 12 10 8 6 4 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14
DEGREES
FIGURE 2.0:2. Sky portions reflected to an observer on the
ocean surface, looking at the horizon, (from Goodel 1 , 19 7 1 )
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Although the effect is apparently reversed for near-zenith
viewing imagery, the modeling approach is the same for any
angle of observation. In Figure 2.0:2, the slope distribu
tion is mapped to sky coordinates; in the current study
model, skydome radiance is mapped to slope coordinates.
It is intuitive that the effects of wave shadowing diminish
as the observation point approaches zenith. Because the
majority of wave slopes are less than 30 degrees, the effect
of wave shadowing on Brews ter
- angle -viewing imagery (53.2
degrees from zenith) is assumed to be insignificant.
7) Multiple Reflections
Only an elaborate Monte Carlo simulation or mult ip le- ray
-
tracing model could account for multiple reflections, simu
lations which are beyond the scope of this linear-model
study. The assumption for this synthesis is that the proba
bility of multiple reflections in near-nadir imagery is
negl igib le .
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Definition of Model Terms
The following list is a brief glossary of the terms
used in the synthetic image model. These terms are formally
defined in Chapters 2.1 through 2.8.
alpha = azimuth angle to (wind-wave) surface normal
beta = zenith angle to (wind-wave) surface normal
Dq
= scalar squared difference (error), integrated over both
wavenumber (k) and azimuth (phi)
Di^(k) = ID difference (error) spectrum with respect to
wavenumber (k) , integrated over azimuth (phi)
D^(phi) = ID difference (error) spectrum with respect to
azimuth (phi) , integrated over wavenumber (k)
D2(kx,ky) = 2D difference (error) spectrum
H = horizontally polarized fraction of radiance
H0(x,y) = horizontally polarized, reflected & refracted
synthetic radiance image
Hl(x,y) = horizontally polarized, reflected synthetic
radiance image
H3(x,y) = Hl(x,y) without the incorporation of sub-resolu
tion wave-slope model
I = 3D incident radiance vector
k = dummy variable for scalar wavenumber




K = 2D vector wavenumber = (kx,ky)
L = reflected radiance due to sun glitter
Lp
= atmospheric path radiance
Lr




= reference Lsky radiance at zenith
Ls
= reflected radiance due to skylight
^sky
= downwelling radiance from sky (including sun)
Lu
=





upwelling subsurface refracted radiance above surface
L0(x,y) = total (unpolar ized) reflected & refracted syn
thetic radiance image
Ll(x,y) = total ( unpo lar ized) reflected synthetic radiance
image
mx y(x>y)
= (wind-wave) slope component arrays
mu = zenith angle to reflecting sky element
mug
= angle from sun to sky element
Mx y(kx,ky)
= (wind-wave) s lope - component magnitude spectra
nu = azimuth angle to reflecting sky element
nun = angle between vector parallel to direction of polar
ization and projection of vector to surface plane
N(kx,ky) = synthetic image radiance magnitude spectrum
N = 3D surface normal vector
omega = angle of incidence
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phi = azimuth angle to point of observation (180 deg)
=
dummy variable for azimuth angle
phiQ
= azimuth angle to sun
psi = multiplicative depolarization factor
P2n(kx,ky) = (wind-wave) elevation power spectrum
Pr (beta
, alpha)
= (wind-wave) slope probability distribution
R(omega) = Fresnel reflectivity (arbitrary polarization)
Rq
= unpolarized Fresnel reflectivity at normal incidence
R = 3D reflected radiance vector
S2n(kx,ky) = (wind-wave) slope power spectrum
Sx v(kx,ky)
= (wind-wave) s lope - component power spectra
theta = zenith angle to point of observation (53.2 deg)
thetag
= zenith angle to sun
Ta
= atmospheric tr ansmi ttance
Tw
= transmittance through water
Vfric
= friction velocity of wind at water surface
v1950
=
velocity of wind at
height z=1950 cm above surface









z = height above mean water
surface
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2.1 Radiometric Model for Image Synthesis
The total radiance reaching an overhead radiometric




* Ta) + Lp> [2.1:1]
where
Lu
= the spectral upwelling radiance just above the water
surface in direction of the sensor,
Ta
= the tr ansmi t tance of the intervening atmosphere between
the water surface and the sensor,
and
L_ = the spectral path radiance due to light scattered in
the direction of the sensor by the intervening atmosphere.
In general, Lp is much larger than Lu across the visible and
infrared spectrum. The estimation of of Lp must be accurate
within 1% in order to estimate Lu within 10%. This is known
as the 'atmospheric correction
problem'
and is a well-de
fined subject of research. However, this synthesis does not
include an atmospheric model since it is the variation of Lu
with respect to several independent geometries that is the




non- scatter ing atmosphere
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and will set Ta
= 1.0 and Lp
= 0.0. This simplification




* 1.0) + 0.0 = Lu [2.1:2]
for the duration of this study. More sophisticated models
may vary Ta and Lp and may include a sensor model for spec
tral/spatial/temporal attenuation and distortion as well.
An alternative perspective on this study is to consider that
the model creates a synthetic radiant object rather than an
image since no part of an imaging chain (including the in
tervening atmosphere) is modeled; we are interested only in
the spatial effects of the water surface on the reflected/
refracted radiance in the direction of a hypothetical dis
tant sensor .





+ Ls + Lw, [2.1:3]
where
L = the above
- surface radiance due to reflected sunlight
(commonly known as sun glitter),
L = the above




= the above - surface radiance due to subsurface upwelling
radiance propagating across the water surface.
Most oceanographic imaging has been directed at esti
mating Lw , as this term conveys information about water
color and the factors which affect water color (non- ; queous
constituents and water temperature, to name a few). For
this reason, the large radiance due to glitter L. has been
generally avoided by the judicious selection of a minimizing
geometry. However, reflected skylight Ls cannot be geo
metrically avoided; instead, Ls has usually been considered
to be constant by assuming that a uniformly radiant skydome
reflecting off a uniformly rough water surface yields an ap
proximately Lambertian condition. This is one of the few
instances where poor spatial resolution can be used to ad
vantage. The reflected skylight term is then usually col
lected with the path radiance term:
Ltot
"
Lw*Ta + (Ls*Ta + Lg*Ta
+ Lp >
=
Lw*Ta + (Ls*Ta + 0.0
+ Lp)
"
Lw*Ta + (Lp') [2.1:4]
Thus, estimation of Lw has typically
been reduced to cal-
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culating Ta and Lp
'
and applying a linear atmospheric cor
rection.
This synthetic model does not assume that Lw is the
pre-eminent datum to collect: for information about the
surface geometry, it is important to establish a relation
between Lu and surface slope. In this context, the re









= the above - surface spectral radiance due to the re
flected skydome, since, as the surface varies its slope, the
surface normal vector points to the skydome independent of
the position of the sun on the skydome.
In this study, an optimal imaging geometry provides for
the accurate estimation of the slope magnitude spectrum over
the broadest range of possible water
- surface slope spectra.
The general approach to this estimation is to maximize the
spatial contrast of Lr and either minimize or correct for
the spatial variation of Lw .
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2.2 Fourier Synthesis of Wind-Wave Surfaces
The geometric model for Fourier synthesis of wave-slope
surfaces closely follows the model of Chapman and Irani
[1981] with one exception: the often substantial slope
variance that exists above the spatial Nyquist frequency is
calculated and the radiometric effect of this sub - reso lut ion
slope variance is introduced within the illumination models.
Specification of a ID Elevation Power Spectrum
The first step is to specify a ID wave elevation power
spectrum. Several spectra were previously cited:
Pierson-
Neumann [Borrego & Machado , 19 8 5 ; Pier son-Moskowitz [Mastin
et al.,1987], and modified
Pierson- S tacy [Chapman & Irani,
1981]. For this study, the original ID Pier
son- S tacy power
spectrum is employed for two reasons: 1) the spectral scale
is spatial wavenumber [radians per centimeter or just /cm]
and 2) Pierson and Stacy [1973] went into great detail in
their report to attempt to correlate their spectrum with the
empirical results of other researchers, including the Cox
and Munk [1954a, b] photographic study.
The equations of the ID wave elevation power spectrum
P(k) come directly from
Pierson and Stacy [1973]. P(k) is
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defined over five spectral regions:
Pi_
= the gravity wave-gravity equilibrium spectral range,
Pi_(k) = (a/2*k3)*EXP(-b*g2/(v19504*k2))
for 0 < k < k]_ ,
P2
= the Kitaigorodski i spectral range,
[2.2:1
P2(k) = a/(2*SQRT(k1)*k2-5)
for k^ < k < k2 ,
P3
= the Leykin-Rosenberg spectral range
[2.2:2]
P3(k) = (a*d)/(2*(k3P)*(k3"P))
for k2 < k < k3 ,
P4
= the capillary spectral range,
[2.2:3]
P4(k) = (a*d)/(2*k3)
for k3 < k < knu ,
and
P5
























a = 0.0081 = the Phillips constant [unitless],
b = 0.74 [unitless ] ,
E/(nu*g) = 1.473E-4 [unitless],
g
= 980.0 = the acceleration of gravity [cm/sec2],
k2
= 0. 359 [rad/cm] ,
k3
= 0 . 942 [rad/cm] ,
kmax =3.63 [rad/cm]
vmin
= 12.0 [cm/sec] = the minimum friction velocity defined
by the Pierson- S tacy model,
v1950
= the wind velocity at 1950 cm above water level
[ cm/sec ] , and
Vr^c
= the wind friction velocity at the water surface
(i.e. z = 0 cm) .
vfric anc* t'ie wlnd velocity
v [cm/sec] at height z [cm] have








= (0.684/vfric) + (4.28E-5*vfric2) 0.0443
[2 . 2 : 10
[2.2:11]
Values for vfric, v1950, as well as v25o. v1000 - and v1250
are interpolated from values tabulated by Pierson and Stacy.
(Refer to V_DATA.DAT input data file in Appendix III.)
Figure 2.2:1 graphs k*P(k) versus LOGlO(k) for friction
velocities of 12.0, 36.0, and 60.0 cm/sec, to illustrate of
the effect of wind velocity on the character of the eleva
tion power spectrum. Note that most of the power is located
in the gravity wavenumber region, i.e. below k
= 0.002/cm.
The curve for 12.0 cm/sec has a maximum value of 30.0
cm^
.
Specification of a 2D Directional Spreading Function
The 2D power spectrum is created via a directional
spreading factor D(k,phi) that attenuates the ID spectrum at
the azimuth angle phi from the upwind/downwind directions:
P2D(k,phi) = P(k)*D(k,phi) [2.2:12]










V,. . =36 cm/sec
fric
V_ . =12 cm/sec
fric
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LOG10(k) (k: 1/cm)
.5 0 .5 1.0
FIGURE 2.2:1. The Pierson- S tacy ID elevation power spectrum
k*P(k) versus LOG10(k).
come directly from Pierson and Stacy [1973] with a small
modification to allow rotation of the 2D spectra relative to
the wind azimuth wind_az
The directional spreading function is defined:
D(k,phi,wind_az)














Creation of the Slope - Component Spectra
The third step is to derive the two s lope
-
component
spectra from the scalar power spectrum. The 2D spectrum
must first be normalized by k over the range of wavenumber:
P2D'(k,phi) = P(k)*D(k,phi)/k
s ince
P(k) = f l (k.phi) k/p2D *dphi = / P2D(k.phi)*dphi
[2.2: 18]
[2.2: 19]
The two s lope - component spectra are obtained by multiplying
the scalar 2D elevation spectrum by the squares of the
orthogonal components of the wave vector K that are aligned
with the image coordinate system (x,y):
























(k.phi) = ky2*P2D'(kx,ky) , [2.2:22]
[2.2:23]
[2 . 2 : 24]
The square roots of the s lope - component power spectra yield
the corresponding s lope
- component magnitude spectra, which







Creation of a Frequency-Domain White Noise Image
The fourth step Is to
create a scalar matrix of spatial
white noise, i.e. uniformly distributed, uncorrelated random
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values with unit magnitudes ranging between +pi and -pi.
The Fourier transform of this matrix yields a complex phase
matrix with conjugate symmetry about its central ordinate:
f
+ 1
[wgn(x,y)] = WGN(kx,ky) [2.2:27]
Frequency-Domain Filtering and Back Transformation
WGN is filtered by Mx and My in the frequency domain to
create the two complex Fourier transforms of the synthesized
wave-slope components. The inverse Fourier transform yields
the two slope - component arrays:
f1
J [Mx(kx,ky)*WGN,mx(x,y) = [ x(kx,ky)*WGN(kx,ky)] [2.2:28]
and
J [Mmy(x,y) = y(kx,ky)*WGN(kx,ky)] . [2.2:29]
Both mv and m are real scalar
arrays of slope components
x y
because of the conjugate symmetry.
Conversion to Slope Magnitude and Slope Azimuth
The fifth and final step is to convert the two
slope-
component arrays into a slope magnitude array beta(x.y) and
a slope azimuth array alpha(x,y),
where beta is the maximum
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slope at the coordinate (x,y) and alpha is the azimuth angle
to the direction of beta. The angles alpha and beta are




TAN(my) = TAN(beta)*SIN(alpha) .
2. 2: 30]
[2.2:31]
Therefore, the maximum slope magnitude of an array facet i:
beta = ATAN [TAN(mx)2 + TAN(my)2] [2.2:32]
and the azimuth angle in the direction of the maximum slop<
is
alpha = ATAN [ TAN (my ) /TAN (mx) ] [2.2:33
Figures 2.2:2 through 2.2:4 illustrate the 2D Pier son- S tacy
elevation magnitude spectra for friction velocities of 12.0,
36.0, and 60.0 cm/sec, respectively. The spectra are orien
ted with wind azimuth
=
-45 deg (or +135 deg with ambigui
ty).
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V, . =12 cm/sec
fric
V, . =36 cm/sec
fric
fric n= 60 cm/sec
0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 10.0 50.0 60.0 70.0
0-0 '00 JO.O 30.0 iO.O 50.0 60.0 70.0
FIGURES 2.2:2-4. Elevation magnitude spectra, y P(kx , ky) .
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Figures 2.2:5 through 2.2:7 illustrate the 2D Pierson- S tacy
slope magnitude spectra for friction velocities of 12.0,
36.0, and 60.0 cm/sec, respectively. The spectra are orien
ted with wind azimuth = -45 deg (or 135 deg with ambiguity).
Figures 2.2:8 through 2.2:10 illustrate the x-components of
the above slope spectra. Figures 2.2:11 through 2.2:13 il
lustrate the y-component slope spectra. The spectra are
oriented with wind azimuth = -45 deg (or 135 deg with ambig
uity) .
Figures 2.2:14 through 2.2:16 illustrate the sample slope
distributions Pr (be ta
, alpha) for synthetic realizations
using the above slope spectra. The spectra are oriented
with wind azimuth = -45 deg (or 135 deg with ambiguity).
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0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 10.0 50.0 60.0 70.0
0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 10.0 SO.O 60.0 70.0
0.0 I0.0 20.0 30.0 10.0 SO.O 60.0 70.0
FIGURES 2.2:5-7. Slope magnitude spectra, MQ(kx,k )
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0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 10.0 SO.O 80.0
0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 10.0 50.0 60.0 70.0
B-
1 1
0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 10.0 50.0
FIGURES 2.2:11-13.
Y-components of slope magnitude spectra
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Sample slope probability distributions,
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Calculation of Total and Component Slope Variance
The slope variance is calculated from the ID slope




VAR(kl,k2) = /S(k)*dk = /k*S(k)*dLN(k) [2.2:34]
kl kl
The unresolved (i.e. both x- and y-components combined)
slope variance is calculated from the 2D slope power spec
trum for a specified range of wavenumber:
k2





Likewise, the x-component and y-component slope variance can
be calculated by substituting Sx or Sy for S in Equation
[2.2:35].
The 2D distribution of slopes in the downwind and
crosswind directions correlate well with the results of Cox
and Munk [1954a, b] and this is one measure of the adequacy
of the
Pierson-
Stacy model. However, Pierson and Stacy
[1973] suggest that the optical system used by Cox and Munk
acted as a high-frequency spatial filter on the reflected
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radiance from the sea surface. Pierson and Stacy concluded
that the calculation of variance from the integration of
their power spectrum over k and phi yielded variances which
fit reasonably well with the Cox and Munk model when they
imposed an upper bound of k = 1.2 radians per centimeter.
This corresponds to a wavelength of 5.24 centimeters. To
maintain consistency between the results of two previous ef
forts, this model assumes a maximum spatial frequency of k =
1.2 radians per centimeter.
Figure 2.2:17 graphs k*S(k) versus LOG(k) for three friction
velocities, 12.0, 36.0, and 60.0 cm/sec. This graph has the
interesting property that the area under the curve equals
the total variance and the area between two wavenumbers
equals the fraction of the total variance between the two
wavenumbers, as specified in Equation [2.2:34] . The wave
-
number range sampled by the current study model is located
between the two vertical lines.
Figure 2.2:18 graphs the fractional and total slope variance
over the friction velocity range from
12.0 to 60.0 cm/sec.
The lower line represents the integration of variance up to
kl = 0.0375/cm. kl is the fundamental spatial frequency for
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FIGURE 2.2:17. The ID
Pierson-
Stacy slope power spectrum
k*S(k) versus LOG10(k).
the current study model,
that is
kl - kmax/(n/2)
- ( 1 . 2/cm) / ( 64/2 )
- 0.0375/cm [2.2:36]
The middle line represents the
integration of variance up to
k2 - 1.2/cm
- kraax. kmax is the maximum spatial frequency
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for the current study model. The upper line represents the
integration of variance over the entire range of wavenumber.
The points represent the measurements of Cox and Munk
[1954b] .
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FIGURE 2.2:18. Slope Variance versus Friction Velocity
Figures 2.2:1, 2.2:17, and 2.2:18
are identical in magnitude
to Figures 8.3, 8.4, and 9.1 of
Pierson and Stacy [1973].
Note that there is a large
fraction of the total slope
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variance above k = 1.2/cm. For this and preceding studies,
this fraction represents the sub - reso lut ion slope variance;
its effect on the spatial attentuation of the reflected and
refracted radiance will be introduced into this study by a
correlation filter model described in Chapter 2.5.
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2.3 Synthesis of Skydome Downwelling Radiance
Chapman & Irani Model
Chapman and Irani [1981] incorporated a combination of
the modified clear-sky luminance model of Hopkinson [1954]
and the pure Rayle igh- scatter ing polarization model. The
analytic Hopkinson model is defined:
Lsky(mu,nu) = Lref
* A * B
where
[2.3:1]
LsitCy(mu,nu) = the downwelling radiance at skydome coordi
nates (mu
, nu) ,
mu = the zenith angle to the skydome location [0:+90 deg] ,
nu = the azimuth angle to the skydome location [ 180:+180
deg] ,
Lref
= LsijCV(0,0) = the reference radiance at zenith, [2.3:2]
A- (l +COS(mu0)2)/(l-COS(mu0)2) , [2.3:3]






= the angle from the sun to a sky element,
theta0






= the azimuth angle to the sun.
Hopkinson's model was one of the earlier responses to a
1953 CIE proposal to establish a standard, analytic
clear-
sky radiance distribution to serve as a basis for daylight
factor calculations. A broadband te lepho tome ter was modi
fied to measure the integrated radiance over a 5-degree In
stantaneous Field Of View (IFOV). The actual measurements
used in this model were made under the clear blue skies of
Stockholm (approximately 60 degrees North latitude).
Current Study Model
This study uses the current
CIE standard, analytic
clear-sky radiance
distribution [CIE, 1973] for the sole
reason that it is a current, accepted standard:
Lsky(mu,nu) = Lref
* A * B / C [2.3:6]
where
A = o.91 + 10*EXP( 3*mu0) + 0 . 45*C0S (mu0 )
2
, [2.3:7]
B = 1 EXP(-0.32/COS(mu)) , [2.3:8]
and
C = 0 . 274*(0 . 91 + 10*EXP( 3*the ta0 ) +0 . 45*C0S ( the tag )
2
. [2.3:9]
All other parameters are as previously defined. Although
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both the CIE model and the Hopkinson model provide broadband
spectral radiance values, the results from the CIE model
must be used with caution when applied to the narrowband
spectral radiance in the vicinity of the peak solar spectral
radiance, particularly in the vicinity of 460 nanometers.
Chapman and Irani [1981] applied the Hopkinson model to
their model requirement for a near - infrared narrowband
distribution and noted that "measurements of sky radiance
which we have made show [Lref] varies more than a factor of
3 for apparently clear
skies."
This study requires only a reasonable relative spatial
distribution of radiance and does not attempt to acquire
absolute radiance values. Therefore, the convention used in
this study sets the value of Lre such that the radiance at
the solar location is equal to 100.0 in arbitrary units of
radiance. All other radiance values can be expressed as a
relative percentage of the total radiance in the vicinity of
the sun.
Figures 2.3:1 and 2.3:2 illustrate two of the 11 synthetic
total skydome radiance distributions used in this study, for
a solar azimuth of -45 degrees and solar zenith angles of
0.0 and 53.2 degrees, respectively. The arrows in these
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(and following) figures point to zero azimuth
0-0 20.0 30.0 10.0 50.0 60.0 70.0
FIGURES 2.3:12. Synthetic skydome radiances distributions
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Polarized Rayleigh Scattering Model
The fraction of the unpolarized solar radiance that is
horizontally polarized by Rayleigh scattering in the atmos
phere is defined:
H = 0 . 5*(l-psi)+psi*COS(nu0)2 [2.3:10]
where
psi = 0. 94*(l-COS(mu0)2)/(l+COS(mu0)2) , [2.3:11]
and
nu0
= ACOS [ SIN( theta)*C0S (theta0)
SIN(theta0)*COS(theta)*COS ( phi - phiQ ) /S IN ( muQ ) ] . [2.3:12]
Likewise, the fraction of the unpolarized solar radi
ance that is vertically polarized by Rayleigh scattering in
the atmosphere is defined:
V = 0 . 5*(l-psi)+psi*(l-COS(nu0)/) [2.3:13
All other parameters are as previously defined: nug is the
angle between the vector parallel to the direction of polar
ization and the projection of that vector onto the surface
coordinate plane. psi includes the multiplicative depolari




Figures 2.3:3 and 2.3:4 illustrate the horizontally polar
ized component of the total radiance distributions illus
trated in Figures 2.3:1 and 2.3:2.
Figures 2.3:5 and 2.3:6 illustrate the vertically polarized
component of the total radiance distributions illustrated in
Figures 2.3:1 and 2.3:2.
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\**
20.0 30.0 10.0 50.0 60.0 70.0
FIGURES 2.3:3-4. Horizontally polarized radiance components
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**
FIGURES 2.3:5-6. Vertically polarized radiance components.
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2.4 Synthesis of Subsurface Upwelling Radian ce
Introduct ion
Existing linear or linearizable models for subsurface
upwelling radiance employ one or more limiting assumptions:
1) the existence of a flat water surface,
2) an homogeneous subsurface profile,
3) a s ingle - scatter ing approximation (i.e. clear or shallow
water ) ,
4) direct solar illumination only, and/or
5) diffuse sky illumination only [Aas,1987; Gordon et al . ,
1975; Gordon & McCluney , 197 5 ; Philpot , 1987 ; Zaneveld , 198 2 ] .
The minimum subsurface model for this synthesis must
assume an homogeneous deepwater subsurface profile in order
to simplify several radiometric and mechanical considera
tions :
1) the bottom is not visible and therefore not a radiometric
factor
,
2) surface waves do not mechanically refract (as they would
in shallow water) and impart energy to the bottom,
3) the interaction of wave energy with subsurface waters is
sufficient to make the inherent optical properties of the




4) the subsurface is homogeneous to a sufficient optical
depth in order to assume that the subsurface hemispheric
radiance distribution (the 'subdome') is spatially invariant
with respect to the image sample area of the water surface,
i.e. the model assumes that each image sample area on the
water surface
'sees'
the same subsurface radiance
dis tr ibution .
The calculation of upwelling subsurface radiance in the
presence of a non-smooth water surface is complicated by
several factors:
1) attenuation and refraction of the above - surface down
welling radiance by the rough water surface,
2) absorption and back
- s cat ter ing (single or multiple) of
the below- surface downwelling radiance due to the inherent
optical properties of the water and its constituents,
3) attenuation and refraction of the
below- surf ace upwelling
radiance by the rough water surface, and




radiance where the angle between the surface
normal vector and the upwelling radiance vector exceeds the
critical angle (48.8 degrees at 460 nanometers).
A complete synthetic model for upwelling subsurface radiance
would fully accommodate its parametric dependence on the
four inherent optical properties of natural waters [Gordon
et al.
,1975] :
a = the absorption coefficient,
b = the scattering coefficient,
c - the attenuation coefficient, and
B(theta) = the volume - scatter ing coefficient,
with the following inter-relations:




b - 2*pi* / B(theta)*SIN(theta)*dtheta.
0
Two nonlinear integrations would be applied to accommodate
attenuation of a non-flat water surface. The first inte
gration would angularly distribute the refracted downwelling
surface radiance based upon the slope distribution of the
total surface area of the image. The second integration
would angularly distribute the
refracted upwelling subsur
face radiance based upon the individual slope distribution
of each image sample area.
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In essence, at least three independent nonlinear operations
would be required to compute the subsurface upwelling radi
ance; one intermediate operation for the s ingle - scat ter ing
model. The only successful technique that can adequately
model this level of complexity (and higher) is a Monte Carlo
simulation [Plass & Kattawar
,
1969 ] , a method which is be
yond the scope of this study.
Chapman & Irani Model
No subsurface model was defined by Chapman and Irani
[1981] because they included the assumption of spectral
sensing in the infrared where transmi ttance through water
approaches zero.
Current Study Model
The approach for this study is to employ the results of
previous Monte Carlo simulations as ad hoc analytic models.
Results have been published by Plass, Kattawar and Guinn
[1975,1976] and will be used with the following assumptions:
1) the results are valid in a narrowband spectral region
centered at 460 nanometers (which is near the wavelength of
maximum transparency for clear water),
2) the optical depth tau of
water is 10 at this wavelength,
3) the bottom layer has
unit absorption, and
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4) the results are valid over a broad band of wind veloci
ties centered at 1030 cm/sec (measured at a height of 1950
cm). (This is equivalent to a friction velocity of 36 cm/
sec for an homogeneous wind profile.)
Figures 2.4:1 through 2.4:5 illustrate the Monte Carlo
results of Plass, Kattawar and Guinn [1976] for solar zenith
angles of 0, 15, 32, 57, and 80 degrees, respectively.
The upwelling subsurface radiance observed just above
the surface is given the following approximate analytic
expression relative to Lref' the reference sky radiance at
zenith :
Lw(beta, alpha) = Lref
*R0*C* ( 1+COS (A*be ta)
2




= the upwelling subsurface radiance observed
at the wave-slope coordinates (beta , alpha) ,
beta = the maximum wave-slope angle [0:+90 deg],
alpha = the azimuth angle to the wave-slope angle beta
[ 180 : +180 deg] ,
L = Lsicv(0,0)
= the reference radiance at zenith, [2.4:2]
r = 0.0208 = the unpolarized Fresnel reflectivity at normal
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FIGURES 2.4:1-5. Monte Carlo scattering results
Plass, Kattawar & Guinn,1976)
( from
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incidence at 460 nanometers,




B = SIN(1. l*theta0)sQRT(3)
such that
thetag





Note that this model has no dependence on phig , the azimuth
angle of the sun.
Again, this study requires only a reasonable relative
spatial distribution of radiance and does not attempt to
compute absolute radiance values. Therefore, the value of
Lre is set such that the radiance at the solar location is
equal to 100.0 in arbitrary units of radiance. All other
radiance values can then be expressed as a percentage of the
total radiance in the vicinity of the sun.
Figures 2.4:6 and 2.4:7 illustrate the two synthetic total
subdome radiance distributions for solar zenith angles of






Depolarized Random Scattering Model
Both Beckmann and Spizzichino [1963] and Konnen [1985]
give evidence that the effect of rough water surfaces on the
propagation of polarized downwelling radiance through the
surface is a depolarization, either through multiple reflec
tions or turbulent refraction. Therefore, this model will
assume equal fractions of horizontally and vertically polar
ized radiance :
H = V = 0 . 5 [2.4:7]
Figures 2.4:8 and 2.4:9 illustrate the identical horizon
tally and vertically polarized
components of the total
upwelling subsurface (subdome) radiance
distributions illus
trated in Figures 2.4:6 and 2.4:7.
50.0 60.0 70.0
0.0 10.0
FIGURES 2.4:8-9. Horizontally and vertically polarized
components of the synthetic
subdome radiance distributions.
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2.5 Synthesis of Reflected Skydome Radiance
Chapman & Irani Model
Chapman and Irani [1981] incorporated a variant of the





R = the Fresnel reflectivity (for arbitrary polarization),
and
Lgi^y
= the sky radiance (for arbitrary polarization).
Their paper does not indicate whether the attenuation due to
surface - s lope projection was incorporated in their model.
Current Study Model
The radiance reflected from the water surface is calcu
lated by the same method used by Cox and Munk [1954a] and
Saunders [ 1967] :
Consider a small specular facet of the sea surface with area
dA that is inclined from the zenith by the angle beta. The




Likewise, the actual area of the sloping facet is
dA = dAh*SEC(beta) . [2.5:3]
The projection of the actual facet area onto a plane normal
to the incident radiance is
dAi
= dA*C0S(omega) = dA*C0S ( the ta -be ta)
= dAh*SEC(beta)*COS (omega) ,
where
omega = the angle of incidence,
and
theta = the zenith angle of reflection.
[2.5:4]
Consider the probability distribution for surface slopes:
Pr (beta, alpha) = Pr(sx,sy)
= Pr ( dz/dx , dz/dy ) [2.5:5]
where
alpha = the azimuth angle to maximum slope angle beta,
and
dz/dx, dz/dy





TAN(sx) = TAN(dz/dx) = TAN (be ta ) *C0S ( alpha ) ,
and
TAN(sy) = TAN(dz/dy) = TAN (beta) *S IN ( alpha) .
2.5:7
[2.5:
The projection of the reflected radiance normal to the plane
of reflection can then be defined in surface - s lope coordi







Lr (be ta , alpha) *C0S ( the ta)
= R(omega)*Lsky(mu,nu)*COS ( omega) *SEC (beta) , [2.5:9]
where
R(omega) = the Fresnel reflectivity of the water facet (for
arbitrary polarization),
and
LsiiCy(mu,nu) = the incident radiance of the skydome from the
direction (mu,nu) that is reflected normal to the defined
plane of reflection (theta = 53.2 deg, phi = 180 deg) for
both polarizations. (The calculation of the incident vector
coordinates from the reflection and surface normal vector
coordinates is defined at the end of this chapter.)
The mean reflection radiance perceived by an observer
at the reflection coordinates is similarly defined:
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<L'> = <Lr>*C0S(theta)
R ( omega ) *Lsky (beta, alpha )*Pr (beta, alpha)
*COS(omega)*SEC(beta)*dbetadalpha [2 . 5 : 10]
^~r^
//
over the full distribution of surface slopes. This value,
combined with the small contribution due to refraction, is
computed as the central ordinate of the radiance magnitude
spectrum, M(0,0), as an ensemble average of spectra. Be
cause the reflection vector (i.e. line of sight) is fixed
with respect to the other geometries, Lr can be linearly
mapped to surface - s lope coordinates (beta, alpha) once the
skydome radiance distribution is uniquely determined.
Figure 2.5:1 illustrates the mapping of the function, SEC
(beta), to the surface - s lope coordinates (beta , alpha) . For
this illustration, the function was truncated at SEC(60 deg)
for values of beta greater than 60 degrees. Note also that
the function is not computed for values of beta where
(omega - mu) (theta
-
omega) > 90 degrees,
i.e. the regions where surface slopes are not visible with
respect to the line of sight.
Figure 2.5:2 illustrates the mapping of the function, COS
(omega), to the surface - s lope coordinates (be ta , alpha) .
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0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 10.0 50.0 60.0 70.0
FIGURE 2.5:1. Map of SEC(beta) to coordinates (beta, alpha)
0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 10.0 SO.O 60.0 '0.0
FIGURE 2.5:2. Map of COS(omega) to coordinates (beta, alpha)
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Figures 2.5:3 and 2.5:4 illustrate the mapping of Fresnel
reflectivity, R(omega), to surf ace - s lope coordinates
(beta, alpha) for horizontal and vertical polarizations,
respective ly .
Figures 2.5:5 and 2.5:6 illustrate the mapping of skydome
radiance, Lsky(mu,nu), to surface - s lope coordinates (beta,
alpha) for horizontal and vertical polarization, respective
ly. The solar zenith angle thetag in this example is 0
degrees. The original Lsky distributions in skydome coordi
nates (mu.nu) are illustrated in Figures 2.3:3 and 2.3:4.
Figures 2.5:7 and 2.5:8 illustrate the mapping of the re
flected skydome radiance, Lr
'
,
to the surf ace - s lope coordi
nates (beta, alpha) for horizontal and vertical polarization,
respectively. The solar zenith angle thetag in this example




0.0 10.0 10.0 50. 0
FIGURE 2.5:3. Map of Fresnel reflectivity, R(omega), to
coordinates (beta, alpha) for horizontal polarization.
FIGURE 2.5:4. Map of Fresnel reflectivity, R(omega),
to












FIGURE 2.5:5. Map of skydome radiance, Lsk (mu.nu), to
coordinates (beta, alpha) for horizontal polarization.
FIGURE 2.5:6. Map of skydome radiance, Lsky (mu , nu) , to
coordinates (beta. alpha) for vertical polarization.
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coordinates (beta, alpha) for horizontal polarization.
50.0 60.0 70.0




coordinates (beta, alpha) for vertical polarization.
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Correlation of Sub -Resolut ion Wave-Slope Variance
The maximum wavenumber of the current study model is
kmax = 1.2 per centimeter to coincide with the results of
other studies [Cox & Munk
, 1954a , b ; Pierson & Stacy, 1973]
This corresponds to a sample surface area of
Ay. = 2.6 cm x 2.6 cm = 6.76 cm2 [2.5:11
which is defined in the literature as the Cox-Munk window.
Because slope spectra (cite Figure 2.2:13) reveal sig
nificant slope energy between k
= 1.2/cm and k = 30.0/cm, it
is important to model the effect of this sub - reso lut ion
variance on the reconstruction of wave-slope spectra.
However, it is unreasonable to synthesize large surfaces
with sampling windows of the order A^
= 1.0 mm2, as required
to consider k = 30 per centimeter. Previous investigators
[Chapman & Irani, 1981; Wilf & Manor, 1984; Schwartz & Hon,
unpub . ] all employed the Kirchoff approximation for reflec
tion from rough surfaces [ Kaj iya , 1985 ; Beckmann & Spizzi-
chino,1963], which essentially replaces a rough surface
facet by its mean tangent plane. This approximation is
valid only if the rough sub
- resolution surface is of low
curvature. However, for wind-driven water-wave surfaces, it
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is exactly the spectral region above k > 1.0 per centimeter
where all the spectral energy of curvature exists.
Figure 2.5:9 illustrates k3*S(k) versus k, the curvature
power spectrum (after Pierson & Stacy, 1973). It is apparent
that the Kirchoff approximation is not optimum for this
particular circumstance.
1.0 -
















FIGURE 2.5:9. The ID Pier




















"The subresolution waves, especially those in
capillary regime, can have significant slopes.
e they are unresolved on the film, the inten-
variations of the sky are partially smoothed.
effect can be observed by examining the ref-
ion of a cloud in a ruffled water surface. As
suit the small waves can smooth the sky
lumin-
distribution and allow the use of photogra-
procedures on days in which the sky is far
a monotonic luminance function. Contingent
on the distribution of sub - resolution waves
g homogeneous, the effective luminance distri
ons may extend the environmental conditions
r which optical transforms are
useful."
lwell & Pilon, 1974]
An alternative method, then, for introducing the effect of
sub - r e s o lut ion wave slopes is to assume an homogeneous dis
tribution and use it as a correlation filter to smooth the
reflected skydome radiance. The correlation is nonlinear if
executed in reflected skydome coordinates (mu.nu). However,
a linear correlation is possible if executed in surface
slope coordinates (be ta
, alpha) .
The unresolved directional wave-slope variance for the
wavenumber range k > 1 . 2/cm is calculated directly from the
Pierson-
Stacy model. A directional bivariate normal Gauss
ian distribution is calculated as a function of along-wind




(beta, alpha) = EXP ( -
(L2+M2









= SQRT(along-wind slope variance),
DEVC
= SQRT(cross-wind slope variance),
and
wind_az = the wind azimuth (with 180-degree ambiguity).





















(beta, alpha) ^ * Pr
'
(be ta
, alpha) , [2.5:15]
which follows directly from Equations [2.5:9] and [2.5:10].
(The "^r JK denotes the double correlation operation.)
Note that because the sub - resolution wave-slope distribution
is assumed to be both homogeneous and symmetric about its
central ordinate. Equation [2.5:15] could also be implement-
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ed as a double convolution operation:
Lr(beta, alpha) = Lr
'
(beta
, alpha) ** Pr ' (beta , alpha)
-
Lr'
(beta, alpha) 0 0 Pr
'
(be ta
, alpha) . [2.5:16]
Figure 2.5:10 is the sub - resolution wave-slope distribution
for a friction velocity of 12.0 cm/sec and a wind azimuth of
-45 deg (or +135 deg with ambiguity).
Figures 2.5:11 and 2.5:12 illustrate the correlation of Lr
'
,
the reflected skydome radiance (Figures 2.5:7 and 2.5:8),
with Pr', the sub - resolution wave-slope distribution.
0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 10.0 50.0 60.0 '0.0
FIGURE 2.5:10. Sub - resolut ion wave-slope distribution Pr
for Vfr^c
- 12.0 cm/sec and wind_az - -45 deg.
100
30.0 10.0 50.0 60.0 70.0
FIGURE 2.5:11. Effect of correlation of Lr
'
with sub-resolu
tion wave-slope distribution Pr' (horizontal polarization).







Calculation of Reflection Angular Coordinates
The angular coordinates that describe the ray path due
to reflection can be calculated if two of three vectors (the
surface normal vector N, the incident vector I, and the
reflection vector R) are known.
Figure 2.5:13 illustrates the geometric relations and nomen
clature for the current study model.
The reflection vector is fixed in this model. The observer
is located at an azimuth angle phi of 180 degrees and zenith
angle theta of 53.2 degrees (the Brewster angle) relative to
the point of observation. The reflection vector R can be











The surface normal vector N and the incident vector I can be
similarly resolved:
Nx




















Because the vector N must be in the plane containing I and R
and because it must also bisect the angle between I and R,
the following equations have unique solutions:
IN = RN = COS(omega) ,
IR = C0S(2*omega) ,
N = (R I)/(2*C0S(omega)
and






FIGURE 2.5:13. 3D geometric
relations and nomenclature for
the current study model.
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2.6 Synthesis of Refracted Subsurface Radiance
Chapman & Irani Model
No refracted subsurface radiance model was defined by
Chapman and Irani [1981] because they included the assump
tion of spectral viewing in the infrared where the trans-
mittance of water approaches zero.
Current Study Model
As defined in Chapter 2.4, the upwelling subsurface
radiance model of Plass et al . [1976] provides the radiance
just above the ocean surface as a function of zenith angle
of observation. Therefore, no angular refraction model is
required. Only attenuation due to surface projection (as
described in Chapter 2.5) needs to be considered:
The projection of the refracted radiance normal to the plane
of observation can be defined, in surface
- s lope coordinates
(beta, alpha) for any small, specular surface facet of slope:
Lw'





at wave-slope coordinates (be ta , alpha) ,
and
fracted subsurface radiance observed
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omega is as previously defined.




subsurface radiance, to the surface - s lope coordinates (beta,
alpha) for identical horizontal and vertical polarizations,
respectively. The solar zenith angle in this example is 0
degrees. The original unattenuated upwelling subsurface
radiance distribution, Lw , is illustrated in Figure 2.4:8.
Note that the the function, SEC(beta), was truncated for
values of beta greater than 60 degrees (as in Figure 2.5:1),
in order to maintain the scale of the illustration.





coordinates (beta, alpha) for both polarizations.
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Correlation of Sub -Resolut ion Wave-Slope Variance
No correlation of the refracted radiance is required
for the current study model since the Monte Carlo simulation
of Plass et al. [1976] has already incorporated the effect
of wave slopes .
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2.7 Generation of Synthetic Radiance Imagery
The integrated current study model can generate any
combination of these synthetic radiance conditions:
1) Horizontal, Vertical polarization, or Both (unpolarized),
2) Reflected, Refracted radiance, or Both, and
3) Sub - resolution wave-slope attenuation (On or Off).
Because of Br ews ter - angle viewing relative to the mean sea
surface, an initial assumption of the current study is that
the effect of vertically polarized radiance is at a minimum
and a comparison of horizontally polarized radiance spectra
with unpolarized radiance spectra is sufficient to demon
strate the effect of vertical polarization. A second as
sumption is that the effect of upwelling subsurface refrac
ted radiance is small relative to reflected radiance and a
comparison of reflected radiance spectra with combined (re
flected + refracted) radiance spectra is sufficient to dem
onstrate the effect of refracted radiance. A third assump
tion is that horizontally polarized, reflected radiance
spectra synthesized without the sub
- reso lut ion wave-slope
correlation filter will emulate the synthetic results of
Chapman and Irani [1981].
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The following radiance images (and their magnitude
spectra) are synthesized in support of the current study:
Hl(x,y) = Horizontally polarized, reflected radiance image,
Ll(x,y) = Total (unpolarized), reflected radiance image,
H0(x,y) = Horizontally polarized, reflected and refracted
radiance image
,




H3(x,y) = Hl(x,y) without the incorporation of the sub-res
olution wave-slope correlation filter model.
The following pages illustrate individual realizations
of synthetic images that were generated in support of the
current study. All examples are LO images with contrasts
normalized relative to a discrete 32 level gray scale: black
corresponds to zero radiance and white corresponds to the
maximum pixel radiance of the image. Only these examples
are discrete: the actual syntheses are real scalar arrays.
Figures 2.7:1 through 2.7:3 illustrate synthetic images
generated by filtering the same white noise array with slope
spectra for Vfr^c
= 12.0, 36.0, and 60.0 cm/sec, respective
ly. wind_az = 135 deg (-45 deg) and sun is at zenith.
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FIGURE 2.7:1. LO image
vfric
=- 12.0 cm/sec
Max pixel radiance LO = 1 526
Avg pixel radiance HI = 0 578
Avg pixel radiance H3 = 0 528
Avg p ixel radiance VI = 0 032
Avg pixel radiance LI = 0 610
Avg pixel radiance H2 = 0 106
Avg pixel radiance V2 = 0 106
Avg pixel radiance L2 = 0 212
Avg pixel radiance HO - 0 684
Avg pixel radiance VO = 0 138
Avg pixel radiance LO = 0 822
FIGURE
2."
7:2. LO image .
vfric
= 36.0 cm/sec
Max pixel radiance LO = 1 894
Avg pixel radiance HI = 0 602
Avg pixel radiance H3 - 0 564
Avg pixe 1 radiance VI - 0 050
Avg pixel radiance LI = 0 652
Avg pixel radiance H2 - 0 105
Avg pixel radiance V2 =- 0 105
Avg pixel radiance L2 = 0 210
Avg pixel radiance HO - 0 707
Avg pixel radiance V0 - 0 155
Avg pixel radiance L0 = 0 862




























































The synthetic image in Figure 2.7:4 is a different synthetic
realization (i.e. different white noise spectrum) using the
same parameters as Figure 2.7:1. Note both the similarity
of the image and its statistics to that of Figure 2.7:1.




. . 0 cm/sec
radiance LO 1 523
Avg pixel radiance HI
= 0 578
Avg pixel radiance H3
= 0 526
Avg pixel radiance VI
= 0 031
Avg pixel radiance LI
= 0 609
Avg pixel radiance H2
= 0 106
Avg pixel radiance V2
= 0 106
Avg pixel radiance L2
= 0 212
Avg pixel radiance HO
= 0 684
Avg pixel radiance VO
= 0 137
Avg pixel radiance LO
= 0 821
The final example in Figure 2.7:5 has vfric
= 60.0 cm/sec
and wind az is now 0 degrees.
FIGURE 2.7:5. L0 image
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2.8 Slope Spectra Analysis of Synthetic Images
Analysis of slope spectra involves several related
figures of merit that are all based upon the difference in
slope spectral response between the original slope magnitude
spectra used in the synthesis and the final synthetic image
magnitude spectra resulting, from the nonlinear transforma
tion of wave slope to radiance. These figures of merit can
be correlated to either wave slope variance or the differ
ence in wave slope variance.
The first figure of merit is the 2D difference (or error)
spectrum D2(k,phi). An ensemble average of four independent
spectral realizations of the same synthetic geometry is cal
culated and the fundamental component N'(0,0) (that repre
sents the mean image radiance) is then removed.
[2.8:1]
[2.8:2]










phi = azimuth angle.
The modified image magnitude spectrum, N"(k,phi), is normal
ized so that the peak response matches the peak response of
the original slope magnitude spectrum Mg(k,phi). The motiva
tion is to provide a scaled difference (error) spectrum to
illustrate the nonlinearity in slope spectral response of
Nnorm(k, phi) relative to Mg(k,phi) over the domains of
wavenumber and azimuth.
Nnorm(k,phi) = N"(k,phi)/MAX(Mg(k,phi) [2.8:3]
D2(k,phi) = Mg(k,phi) Nnorm(k,phi) [2.8:4]
Note that coordinates k and phi are specified here for the
consistency of this discussion
only. The actual arrays used
in this study are specified by rectangular spatial frequency
(wavenumber) coordinates (kx,ky) such that
D2(kx,ky) = D2(k*C0S(phi) ,k*SIN(phi)) . [2.8:5]
The second and third figures of merit
are the ID squared
difference (error) spectra Di_(k) and
D]_(phi). The motiva-
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tion is to provide a scaled ID variance spectrum to illus
trate the nonlinearity in spectral response of Nnorm(k)
relative to Mg(k) over the domain of wavenumber only, and of
Nnorm(Plli) relative to Mg(phi) over the domain of azimuth.
Dx(k) - / |D2(k,phi) |^*dphi
D1(phi) / 2(k,phi) |2*dk
[2.8:6]
[2.8:7]
The fourth figure of merit is the squared integrated value
of the difference (error) in slope spectral response Dg.
The 2D difference (error) spectrum D2(k,phi) is integrated
with respect to both azimuth phi and wavenumber k. The
motivation is to provide a single number to describe the
nonlinearity in slope spectral response in the calculation
of the variance of Nnorm, i.e. the estimate of the variance
of Mq , relative to the actual slope
variance of the original
(input) spectrum.
.,-//i2(k,phi) | 2*dkdphi [2.8:8]
The cross-wind and along-wind squared differences are also
calculated :
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Oc-//,D2(k,phi)*SIN(wind_az-phi) | 2*dkdphi, [2.8:9]
and
o.-//l2(k,phi)*COS(wind_az-phi) | 2*dkdphi [2.8:10]
These figures of merit are determined for each of four
differentially polarized variations of the same synthetic
image :
Hl(x,y) = Horizontally polarized, reflected radiance image,
Ll(x,y) = Total (unpolarized), reflected radiance image,
H0(x,y) = Horizontally polarized, reflected and refracted
radiance image,
L0(x,y) = Total (unpolarized), reflected and refracted radi
ance image , and
H3(x,y) = Hl(x,y) without the incorporation of the sub-res
olution wave-slope correlation filter model,
where
J/1
J IMi(x,y)Nji(kx,ky) - | H \
for IM-H1,L1,H0,L0,H3 and 1-1-4. [2.8:11]
Because of the large number of spectra to be processed, the
Results will include only the Dl
and DO data.
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Figure 2.8:1 illustrates a typical 2D difference spectrum
D2<kx>ky) for a single synthetic realization of image HI,
where wind azimuth is 0 degrees, the sun is at zenith, and
the wind friction velocity is 12.0 cm/sec. Note that this
example is an 'alphascale'
representation, where 'a -
z'
corresponds to increasing negative scaled values and 'A - Z'
corresponds to increasing positive scaled values. Blanks
correspond to near-zero deviations (errors) between spectra.
CASE01H1 A. HIGH, LOW, DELTA - 0.1485111 -4 . 0228695E-02 5 . 604 1 917E-03
bbbbaa&baaaba&bcbbbcddda* bB aadccdbcbbabbbabbbbbbbaaab 31
aaEit>t--=dcAbt>cacd A cbaab bacAaab A a dbcbacbccaaaabbaaaac 30
aabbbbbcfccbbbbbbbcdBA adb dc &aa bb Bbaabbccbaabbbaaabb 29
abbbcbaaabbbbbbcd aa a cd a aaBAab bba ADcdbbcbaabbebaaba 28
aababbaaabcaaacA aa a A b abb aa AAbb bb b caaaaabbbbbaaa 27
abaabcbaaaabbbCAAB aAC a bb bA abda C A Bbaecbbbabbaaa 26
aaaabbbbbaabbCAAAC AAA aa c aaAbbbbab CAASB Ccbbbbaabbbaa 29
bbaabbaaaabBBACBAA ABC bb b baaaaa AA B ABBcbaaabbbab 24
aaaabbaabbOBCBBAA bcaab a Ac aaadda AAA Adcaabbbab 23
acabbcbbcBABB A a aca a b a a acca aa A AAbabbbaab 22
abbaaabbBAB a AAB A aa aaa bcb bba aA BA C AA Abaaaabb 21
aabaaabcABA A A Aaa AaabbA aaAA a A BAB AA AAAAcbaaaba 20
aaaaabbBABA AAA C aa bb a Aa a aAAAB BA ABBcaaaaa 19
abbaccBABBAACB A b bab cadaab d A aABAA ABAAcbaba 18
baaabCABBAABBCBBAB aaacce a ABbbfac CA a ABABC AA Cbbba 17
baaaaCBBAABCBCAAAaA aaaBab ABbbdbbabcAB b C CBB BA Caaaa 1C
baaaCA AAABCAABB AAA a aabAaab c a ABBAAAACB BCA BBCaab 15
bbbbOAAABAACBACA CB C aaa aa cdaccb A B AABCCC8CBA ABBBaab 14
baaCCBBCABCCBODBBB AAB A AAbbA dbaabcaAAA BA ABBAACB AABBOaa 13
baaCBBCCCCCBBCACBAA BA A AAad Baac ab ABCBA BBBBBBCBAAABBCDaa 12
aaBABBCCCABCDCAAA ABCBOBaaabcda bcc a CSC BABACCCACCCBBCDa 11
baBAA ABBA CBABBBCBBCBCECa A f A aa BBBBA BAACCBBOCCCCCCAACDb 10
baDBCBCDBBABBCCCBBCAACHACCB bbb aAAAA BCCAABB CCDCDDCBCDCCBABCb 9
aafiBBBCDCAACDDDOBBCBBCC B A Aaa a BBBAA CCADDCBCCDBCCBBBAABa 8
aCAABBBCBAABDEECCBBBBDAAB AA ccd BBCBBBBCfiACB BCCCCBCCCBBBBC 7
aDCBBBBCCBCDEECCCX>SCDECDECCB bbcbca CDBACBBBOCCCABBOCCABBOCBCCC 6










bBBBBCCBCBCPDCCCDDCBTDEBEB ABCDdafd BCEaDBCTSCCBCCDCODCCCBCBCCD -3
aCCCBCDBBACCDBBACCCDBBBCABDC acbcbb BCCKDCBPDEDCCCEBOCBCCBBBBCD -
aCBBBBCCCBCCCCB BCABCBBBBDBB dCO AA BAADBBBBCCEBDBAABCB8BAAC -7
aflAABBBCCBDCCBCDDACC AABBB a *A A B CCBBCBBODODCAACDCBBBSa -8
bbCBABCCDCBCDDCDCC BBAACCB AAAAa bbb BCCABCAACBBCCCBBABBDCBCBOa -9
bbDCAACCCCCCDBBCCAAB ABBBB aa A af A aCECBCBBCBBBABC ABBA AABa -10
aaDCBBCCCACCCABAS C1C a ccb adcbaaaAD&CSA AAACDCBACCCBBABa -11
baabCBBAAABCBBBBBA ABCBA ba caaB daAA A AB AABCACBBCCCCCBBCaa -12
baaDBBAA BCAABBA AB AAAacbaabd AbbAA A BAA BBBDOBCCBACBBCCaa -13
bbaaBBBA ABCBCCCBAA B A bccadc aa aaa C BC ACABCAABAAADbbb -14
bbaaCBS ACS BCAAAABBA a c baaAbaa a AAA BBAACBAAA ACaaa -13
baaaaC AB BBC C b BAcbabbdbbBA baBaaa ABAAACBCBAABBCaaaa -It
babbbC AA CBABA a AC cafbbBA a cccaaa BABBCBBAABBACbaaa -17
aababcAABA AABAa A d baadae bab b A BCAABBABceabb -II
aaaaaacBBA AB BAAAa a aA a bb aa C AAA ABABbbaaaa -19
aabaaabcAAAA AA BAB A a AAaa AbbaaA aaA A A ABAcbaaaba -20
abbaaaabA AA C AB Aa abb bcb aaa aa A BAA a BABbbaaabb -21
abaabbbabAA A aa acca a a b a aca a A BBABcbbcbbao -22
ababbbaacdA AAA addaaa cA a baacb AABBCBObbaabbaaa -23
bbabbbaaabcBBA B AA aaaaab b bb CBA AABCABBbaaaabbaab -24
aaabbbaabbbbcC BBAAC babbbbAaa c aa AAA CAAACbbaabbbbbaaa -23
aaaabbabbbccabB A C adba Ab bb a a CAa BAACbbbaaaabcbaab -28
aaaabbbbbaaaaaa b bb bbAA aa bba b A a aa Acaaacbaaabbaba -27
aabaabcbbaabcbbdcOA abb baABaa a do a aa dcbbbbbbaaabcbbb -28
abbaaabbbaabccbbaabB bb aaa cd bda ABdcbbbbbbbcbbbbhbba -29
acaaaabbaaaaccbcabcbd B A baaAcab baabc A dcaaacbbacbcbbbabbba -30
bbaaabbbbbbbabbbabbcbdccdai Bb a aadddcbbbcbaabaaabaaabbb -31
bbrabbabbbbbbaahaaahbbhhcqfd*^f^^*^fs7rhbbbbaaabaabbbbbbabbacb -32
FIGURE-2T8TlT~2D-difference Terror! spectrum, D27kx,ky7
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3.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The D^ results (slope variance versus wavenumber; slope
variance versus azimuth) are listed in Appendix I. These
results provide the most graphic illustration of the wave-
slope error generated by the parametric variation of wind
azimuth, solar position and wind velocity. The Dg results
(partial and total integrated slope variance) are listed in
Appendix II. The D2 difference (error) spectra (from which
the D^ and Dg results are derived) are not included with
this report to avoid cumbersome detail (i.e. 360 graphic
examples of three-dimensional difference/error spectra).
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3.1 Discussion of Dg Results
Please refer to the Dg results in Appendix II.
Parametric Variation of Mean Radiance
The mean radiance reflected/refracted in the direction
of observation is the central ordinate of the forward Four
ier transform of the radiance image and is calculated for
each imaging geometry and for each of five polarized radi
ance conditions:
HI reflected horizontal radiance,
LI reflected total (horizontal + vertical) radiance,
HO reflected & refracted horizontal radiance,
LO reflected & refracted total radiance, and
H3 - reflected horizontal radiance without the
sub - reso lut ion wave-slope model (essentially a reconstruc
tion of the Chapman & Irani synthesis.)
H3 will be compared with HI as an examination of the effect
of sub - resolution wave slopes on model
results.
As expected, the following conditions are observed:
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1) The mean radiance is maximum when the imaging geometry
favors specular reflection of the sun, i.e. the solar posi
tion is azimuth angle phig
= 0.0 deg and zenith angle thetag
= 53.2 deg (denoted (phig , the tag ) for the remainder of this
discussion). The second highest mean radiance is observed
where the sun is at zenith (i.e (0,0)). Mean radiance de
creases as sun azimuth varies from 0 degrees.
2) Under the conditions of maximum solar reflection and
vfric
= 12.0 cm/sec, the slightly disturbed water surface
yields a mean radiance of approximately 1.98 for L0 (aver
aged over the four wind azimuths). This value compares
favorably with the theoretical L0 value of 2.62 when the
surface is a totally flat, specular surface. Mean radiance
drops to 1.75 when Vfr^c
= 36.0 cm/sec and drops to 1.50
when vfric
= 60.0 cm/sec. As the surface becomes rougher,
the probability of reflecting facets having zero slope de
creases and less of the direct solar radiance is reflected.
3) Under the conditions of maximum solar reflection and
vfric
= 60.0 cm/sec, mean radiance is highest (1.57 for L0 )
when the dominant wind azimuth wind_az is orthogonal to the
plane of reflection and lowest (1.45 for L0) when wind_az is
parallel to the plane of reflection. As the surface becomes
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rougher due to wind, the slope distribution increases its
spread along the azimuthal plane of the wind defined by
wind_az. When wind_az is orthogonal to the plane of re
flection, there is a greater probability that a facet will
reflect radiance from the skydome near the plane of reflec
tion than when wind_az is parallel to the plane. With the
sun located in this plane, the probability that a facet will
reflect radiance from the vicinity of the sun is greater
when wind_az is orthogonal. This effect can be observed, to
a lesser degree, for all sun orientations in the plane of
reflection. The effect diminishes as Vfric decreases be
cause of the lower directional attenuation of the dominant
low-
frequency waves.
Demonstration of Statistical Model Stability
Comparisons of symmetric test cases with three differ
ent solar geometries provide an indication of the statisti
cal stability of the complete model.
TABLE 3.1:1. Symmetric test cases and their parameters.














1 2 cm/s ec
3 6 cm/s ec
6 0 cm/sec
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The three sets of test cases have mirror symmetry with
respect to observation: the sun is in the plane of reflec
tion (phig
= 0 or 180 deg) but the dominant wind azimuths
wind_az for the comparison cases are directed 45 degrees
away from the the plane of reflection and differ in sign
only. The respective test cases should demonstrate similar
statistics based on the ensemble average of the magnitude
spectra of the four synthetic scenes within each test case.
TABLE 3.1:2. Comparison of mean radiances between symmetric
geometries .
Comparison of symmetric test cases





1.7183 1.7183 1.4580 1.4629 1.2105 1.2145
1.7740 1.7739 1.5352 1.5404 1.2886 1.2929
1.8241 1.8241 1.5635 1.5682 1.3155 1.3196
1.9855 1.9854 1.7461 1.7511 1.4987 1.5030
Avg Diff + 0 . 0027 %
Condition 07 vs 19
+ 0 . 3145 %
55 vs 67






0.9664 0.9649 1.0081 1.0093 0.9621 0.9645
0.9760 0.9742 1.0300 1.0304 0.9966 0.9977
1.1519 1.1503 1.1918 1.1928 1.1436 1.1459
1.3469 1.3451 1.3975 1.3974 1.3596 1.3606
Avg Diff + 0 . 1530 %









0.4582 0.4577 0.4607 0.4619 0.4223 0.4237
0.4674 0.4668 0.4788 0.4800 0.4456 0.4470
0.5640 0.5635 0.5661 0.5672 0.5274 0.5288
0.6790 0.6784 0.6897 0.6907 0.6558 0.6571
Avg Diff + 0 . 1036 % + 0. 2121 % + 0 . 2766 %
Mean radiances (the ensemble DC components) are similar to
within + 0.32% among all comparisons. There does not appear
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to be any correlation between average percent difference and
solar geometry even though the mean radiance diminishes as
the geometry moves away from maximum solar reflection.
The ensemble fundamental components differ more than
expected and this is an indication that a larger ensemble
may be one additional requirement for statistical stability.
TABLE 3.1:3 Comparison of fundamental components between
symmetric geometries.
Comparison of symmetric test cases





0.0359 0.0315 0.0243 0.0220 0.0183 0.0167
0.0400 0.0374 0.0269 0.0245 0.0194 0.0177
0.0347 0.0320 0.0229 0.0206 0.0170 0.0158
0.0376 0.0350 0.0241 0.0218 0.0169 0.0159
Avg Diff + 8 . 3628 %
Condition 07 vs 19
+ 9.-4935 %
55 vs 67








0. 0194 0. 0204
0.0168 0.0180
0.0120 0.0126
0 .0106 0. 0114
0. 0094 0.0099
0.0056 0 .0061
0 . 0060 0 . 0060
0.0048 0.0048
0. 0058 0. 0056
0 . 0104 0 . 0086
Avg Diff + 5 . 2375 %
Condition 11 vs 23
+ 6 . 2567 %
59 vs 71







0 . 0135 0 .0138
0. 0112 0.0115
0.0111 0. 0114
0 . 0083 0 . 0085
0 . 0091 0 . 0094
0 . 0069 0 . 0069
0 . 0063 0 . 0063
0.0051 0 . 0048
0 . 0052 0 . 0049
0 . 0040 0 . 0038
0 0032 0 . 0032
Avg Diff + 2 . 2504 + 1 . 3861 % + 4. 1629 %
For these three geometries, the fundamental components are
similar to within + 10% among all comparisons. This may be
a poor choice of imaging geometry for statistical validation
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because the contrast ratios (fundamental/DC components) are
not the highest among the full set of test cases. The main
consideration that applies to these particular geometries is
that a nearly saturated image (i.e a very high DC component
relative to the remainder of the spatial spectrum) skews the
confidence of spectral estimation in favor of the DC compo
nent, a parameter which has an expected value of zero in the
slope spectral estimate, i.e. the water surface is expected
to have a mean slope of zero. However, there does appear to
be a correlation between a decrease in the mean radiance
with a decrease in the average percent difference (and
therefore increased statistical confidence) in the fundamen
tal components. A fundamental consideration for this method
is to determine an optimal geometry which removes spectral
energy from the DC component and distributes it across
the
rest of the spatial spectrum with the intent of increasing
the statistical stability of the non-DC portion of the
spectrum .
Correlation of Contrast Ratio with Slope Variance
As explained in the Methods section, the DC component
of the radiance image magnitude spectrum is removed and the
remaining image spectrum is
normalized with respect to the
input slope magnitude spectrum Mg by a geometric scaling
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factor between the peak slope components. The difference
between the two spectra is then defined as the error, or
difference, spectrum. Integration of the squared error over
both wavenumber and azimuth yields the Dg results, the total
slope variance due to errors/differences between the two
spectra .
The contrast of the wave image was defined by Chapman
and Irani as the ratio of the fundamental component to the
DC component and was used as a figure of merit in their
error analysis. A comparison of the contrast ratio of the
image spectrum with the resulting integrated squared devia
tion (variance) from its difference spectrum demonstrates a
good correlation between high contrast and low error. A
simple matrix is presented, where the contrasts of the
images for each geometry (with the exception of H3) are
ranked from 1 to 4 (high contrast to low contrast) and the
corresponding Dg results are likewise ranked from 1 to 4
(low to high error).
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V 1 | 22 1 1 0
A 2| 1 18 3 2 vfric
= 60- cm/sec
R 3 | 1 3 14 6
4| 0 2 6 16
CONTRAST
|12 3 4
V 1 | 17 1 0 6
A 2| 1 14 8 1 vfric
= 36.0 cm/sec
R 3 | 1 7 1 3 3
41 5 2 3 14
CONTRAST
|12 3 4
V 1 | 9 4 5 6
A 2| 2 10 6 6 vfric
= 12- cm/sec
R 3 | 4 9 6 5
4 | 9 1 7 7
The above results display a high correlation at Vfr^c
= 60.0
cm/sec and increasing loss of correlation as vr^c decreas
es. This can be explained as a result of decreasing statis
tical confidence and increasing ambiguity among contrast
values and Dg values. For vfric
= 60.0 cm/sec, the differ
ences between contrast ratios and Dg values are generally on
the order of +10%; for vfric
= 36.0 cm/sec, the differences
are often less than +5%; for vfric
= 12.0 cm/sec, the dif-
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ferences are often less than +1%. With the assumptions 1)
that the fundamental component (the numerator of the con
trast ratio) has an average model error tolerance of +6%
(based on the analysis of Table 3.1:3) and 2) the corres
ponding Dg value may have a similar tolerance, it is reason
able to consider that the confidence of unambiguous rank-or
dering should decrease for values at and below vfric
= 36.0
cm/sec .
Determination of Optimal Imaging Geometry
Figure 3.1:1 provides a graphic comparison of the Dg
values for each geometry. The intent of this comparison is
to determine those imaging geometries which provide the low
est integrated squared errors (slope variance) for all sam
pled variations of dominant wind azimuth wind_az and fric
tion velocity Vfr^c.
Within this limited sample space, the unambiguous
selection for optimal imaging of wind-wave slopes is a
geometry which requires the sun
to be directed 135 degrees
away from the azimuth of
reflection (i.e. observation) or,
by complement, 45 degrees away from the solar azimuth of
maximum specular reflection. The Dg results for this ge
ometry are generally lowest



















































































































































































































































































31 37 43 26 32 38 44 27 33 39 45 28 34 40 46
55 61 67 50 56 62 68 51 57 63 69 52 58 64 70
7 13 19 02 08 14 20 03 09 15 21 04 10 16 22
Test Case Number
,0) (45,53.2) (90,53.2) (135,53.2) (180,53.2) (0,53.2)













29 35 41 47 30 36 42 48
53 59 65 71 54 60 66 72
05 11 17 23 06 12 18 24
FIGURE 3.1:1. Range of slope variance (error ) versus test case number
2 -3
(slope variance expressed as slope ) x 10 ) .
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The second choice of imaging geometry places the sun at the
position of maximum specular reflection but this is an am
biguous selection because other geometries provide lower D0
results for particular values of wind_az and vfri
This result, from two-dimensional analysis of the cur
rent study model, is in full agreement with the results of
the one - dimens ional survey of Chapman and Irani [1981] and
demonstrates a secondary validation of their approach.
Effect of Subsurface Refraction on Slope Variance
The following conditions are observed:
1) The effect of refraction on slope variance is minimal
when contrast ratios are high relative to the set of all
test cases. It was expected that the additional nonlinear
ity created by refraction in the transformation of slope to
radiance would consistently generate higher slope variances
in HO and LO relative to HI and LI. However, the stronger
correlation between contrast and slope variance tends to
swamp any effect created by subsurface refraction.
2) As expected, the effects of refraction are most notice
able when the sun is furthest away from point of maximum
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specular reflection, i.e. when the proportion of refracted
radiance relative to reflected radiance is largest. In
these test cases, the contrast ratios approach a minimum
among all test cases and the slope variances approach a max
imum. The large differences between HI and HO and between
LI and LO confirm that the decrease in contrast and increase
in slope variance are both due to the effect of refraction
on the minimum reflection cases.
Effect of Polarization on Slope Variance
A comparison of HI with LI indicates no apparent corre
lation between polarization and slope variance. Again, the
stronger correlation between contrast and slope variance
tends to swamp any effect created by differences in polar
ization. It was expected that the decrease in mean radiance
from LI to HI would be offset by an increase in contrast and
consequent decrease in slope variance. No such effect was
discernible among this small sample. Because of
Brewster-
angle viewing, the effect due to the addition of vertically
polarized radiance should be at a minimum among all observa
tion geometries.
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3.2 Discussion of D^ Results
Please refer to the graphic Ul results (slope variance
versus wavenumber; slope variance versus azimuth) in Appen
dix I. Note that the slope variance for HI is plotted as a
solid line; LO is plotted as a dashed line; H3 is plotted as
a dotted 1 ine .
Slope Error as a Function of Wavenumber
The following conditions are observed:
1) For Vr^c
= 12.0 cm/sec, the major source of slope error
occurs in the vicinity of the dominant, low- spat ial - f re -
quency peak centered near k
= 0.12 rad/cm.
2) With the sole exception of the optimal imaging geometry
(as determined in Chapter 3.1), the higher - spat ial - frequency
slope errors increase relative to the error peak near k =
0.12 rad/cm as Vfr^c increases.
3) With the sole exception of the optimal imaging geometry,
the higher spatial frequencies (above k = 0.12 rad/cm) are
the dominant source of slope error at Vfric
= 60.0 cm/sec.
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4) At the optimal imaging geometry, the major source of
slope error remains in the vicinity of the dominant, low-
spat ial - frequency peak centered near k = 0.12 rad/cm for all
values of Vfr^c .
5) At the optimal imaging geometry (and at the geometry of
maximum solar reflection) , the plots of HI and LO (as well
as the unplotted LI and HO data) closely approximate each
other within the set of test cases. The same plots within
the other imaging geometries tend to approximate each other
at Vfr^c
= 12.0 cm/sec and then deviate from each other at
higher values of Vfrc.
Variation of H3 with Respect to Wavenumber
H3 represents the results based on the model of Chapman
and Irani where no sub - resolution wave-slope model is incor
porated. HI represents results based upon the inclusion of
a radiance attenuation model to add the effect of sub-reso
lution wave slopes on scene radiance.
The following conditions are observed:
1) H3 does not demonstrate a good correlation with any of
the model parmeters as a function of wavenumber. Within the
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limited scope of this experiment, H3 appears to be independ
ent of the model parameters as a function of wavenumber.
2) As expected, H3 maps most closely with HI when Vfric
=
12.0 cm/sec. The correlation filter that is used to attenu
ate radiance as a function of the sub - reso lution wave-slope
distribution provides a nearly impulse response at Vr^c
=
12.0 cm/sec than at higher values of Vfr^c and the resulting
difference between the HI and H3 radiance models is slight.
3) Within the constraint of optimal imaging geometry, H3
maps closely to HI, LI, HO, and LO when Vfrj_c
= 12.0 cm/sec
but deviates significantly at higher values of Vfrj_c. The
most general trend to note is that the slope error associa
ted with H3 becomes much larger relative to the other four
radiance conditions as wavenumber increases.
4) Within the constraint of maximum solar reflection geome
try, H3 maps closely to HI, LI, HO
and LO at higher values
of vfric but
deviates when vfric
= 12.0 cm/sec. This effect
is opposite to that observed in 3) above.
The demonstrated independence of H3 as a function of
wavenumber is also in agreement with the results of Chapman
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and Irani. However, the significant result to note is that
the other four radiance conditions do demonstrate a definite
correlation with wavenumber at the optimal imaging geometry.
This correlation is also exhibited in the geometry of maxi
mum solar reflection, although to a lesser degree.
Slope Error as a Function of Azimuth
The following conditions are observed:
1) There is a definite azimuthal dependence between slope
variance and the parameters of solar azimuth and dominant
wind azimuth. This dependence is most readily observable
in
the two most optimal imaging geometries.
2) When vfric
= 12.0 cm/sec and wind_az is in the plane of
reflection, a dominant error
lobe is observable which has an
orientation within 20 degrees of the azimuth
orthogonal to
the sun position. A minor error
lobe is observable in the
azimuthal plane of the sun, i.e. approximately
orthogonal to
the dominant lobe .
3) When vfric
= 12.0 cm/sec and wind_az is varied,
the error
lobes redistribute so that
the dominant errors angularly
skew toward the plane of
the dominant wind azimuth.
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4) As vfric increases, the error lobes tend to angularly
spread out so that the dominant errors redistribute between
the solar azimuth and the dominant wind azimuth.
Variation of H3 with Respect to Azimuth
The following conditions are observed:
1) The H3 results follow the general trends outlined in
Chapter 3.2 above. As discussed with respect to wavenumber,
H3 maps closely to the results of the other four radiance
conditions when Vfr^c
= 12.0 cm/sec.
2) Where H3 deviates significantly from the other four con
ditions, the additional slope error is observed to align
with the plane of the solar azimuth. This result is most
noticeable within the two most optimal geometries.
The demonstrated dependence of H3 as a function of
azimuth is also in general agreement with the limited re
sults of Chapman and Irani. However, the results for HI,
LI, HO, and LO demonstrate a more consistent correlation
with the variation of model parameters.
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4.0 CONCLUSION
The results of the current study have established three
main conclusions: 1) the limited results of Chapman and
Irani [1981] have been generally verified, 2) the existence
of an optimal imaging geometry for slope spectrum estimation
is indicated, and 3) the enhanced model, incorporating the
effects of sub - resolution wave slopes and subsurface refrac
tion on observed radiance, demonstrates a significant effect
on wave-slope spectra derived from imagery.
The most conclusive result is the analytic determina
tion of the region containing an optimal geometry for the
estimation of wave-slope spectra from imagery under the
specified conditions of this study. Through the use of an
integrated set of analytic models, the variation of a lim
ited number of parameters has predicted the magnitude of
slope variation as a function of azimuth and wavenumber.
These predictions exceed the capability of a deterministic
second-order theory. While this study has been directed
toward a generalization of the Chapman and Irani study, the
generalized model requires a more complete exploration of
the parametric surface.
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Suggestions for Further Research
There are several potential directions for further
research which will build upon this study. The types of
research fall into two main categories: 1) comparison of the
analytic model with empirical data derived from a physical
experiment and 2) refinement and extension of the parametric
surface exploration of the analytic model.
Physical Experiment
It is obvious that an analytic model requires empirical
results to verify its predictions. However, the complexity
of this model and its limited utility presumes that the real
world problem has an even higher level of complexity. The
requirement still exists for the execution of a controlled
experiment to calibrate the various techniques that attempt
to measure the two-dimensional elevation/slope spectra of
large water surfaces under natural conditions.
Refinement of the Analytic Model
The current study verified
the limited results of
Chapman and Irani [1981] and amplified their method to
execute an only slightly
larger exploration of the paramet-
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ric surface. There are many assumptions in this model which
remain to be tested through a vigorous exploration of the
currently unvaried parameters:
sample size and kmax
ensemb le size
radiant wavelength and index of refraction
zenith angle of observation
Also, other analytic functions await comparison with the
current analytic model and with existing empirical data:
input elevation spectrum
clear sky versus cloudy sky radiance
clear water versus turbid water refraction
sub - r es o lut ion wave-slope distributions
Gram- Char 1 ier versus Gaussian
A secondary (and more vigorous) approach to the simulation
of wave shadowing could also be explored: the elevation
power spectrum is available for the generation of synthetic
height arrays which can be used to modify the radiance dis
tributions at each surface element. A comparison of the
current synthesis with this nonlinear masking technique and
with real imagery could potentially verify the utility of
the current synthesis at increasingly larger zenith angles
of observation.
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Additionally, a refined exploration of the current
parameter set might establish an even more optimal imaging
geometry. The results of the current study have placed the
new point of departure at a solar azimuth angle 45 degrees
from the point of maximum specular reflection. Small varia
tions of solar azimuth and solar zenith angle from this
point may isolate the ideal image geometry for slope spec
trum estimation.
Finally, the method of analysis can be more robust.
The current study deviates from the Chapman and Irani study
with respect to the choice of figures of merit. However,
the current study is consistent with the earlier study with
respect to the implied assumption that the output radiance
magnitude spectrum should be compared with the undecomposed
slope magnitude spectrum. There is evidence [ S t i lwe 1 1 , 19 6 9 ;
Kasevich
,
19 7 5 ] that the x-component slope magnitude spectrum
alone or a linear combination of the two s lope - component
magnitude spectra may yield a more accurate synthetic
representation of the radiance magnitude spectrum. A more
detailed analysis, using results
from the current study
model, could verify this theory
and provide a more accurate
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APPENDIX I Results
The two-dimensional graphic results for the 72 combina
tions of solar position, dominant wind azimuth, and wind
friction velocity are presented in Appendix I. Each page
presents the graphic variation of wind friction velocity for
a single combination of solar position and dominant wind
az imuth :
Vfr^c
= 12.0 cm/sec (Slope Variance versus Wavenumber)
(Slope Variance versus Azimuth)
rf r ic
vfric
36.0 cm/sec (Slope Variance versus Wavenumber)
(Slope Variance versus Azimuth)
60.0 cm/sec (Slope Variance versus Wavenumber)
(Slope Variance versus Azimuth)
Each set of four pages presents the graphic variation of












9 0 deg (or
135 deg (or
180 deg with ambiguity)
135 deg with ambiguity)
90 deg with ambiguity)
45 deg with ambiguity)
The graphic variation for the six solar positions
is then
presented in the following order:
First Set phig
= 0 deg the tag
= 0 . 0 deg
Second Set phig
= 45 deg the tag
= 53 , . 2 deg
Third Set phig
= 90 deg the tag
= 53 . , 2 deg
Fourth Set phig
= 135 deg thetag
= 53 . 2 deg
Fifth Set phig
= 180 deg the tag
= 53 . 2 deg
Sixth Set phig
= 0 deg thetag
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APPENDIX II D0 Results
The one-dimensional graphic results for the 72 combina
tions of solar position, dominant wind azimuth, and wind
friction velocity are presented in Appendix II.
The Di_ results for each test case are organized in the
following format:
PARAMETERS The format for the input file PARM . DAT is
defined in Appendix III.
MAGNITUDE ARRAY SCALING FACTORS For each of the five
radiance conditions, the parameters are defined:
XX(0,0) = Mean Radiance
High = Peak Radiance for k > 0
Factor = Geometric Scaling Factor between Peak Radi
ance and Peak Slope Magnitude
INTEGRATED VARIANCE FROM POWER SPECTRA The variance is
calculated from SO, the input slope spectrum, and for each
of the five normalized radiance spectra.
A,C,S Along-Wind, Cross-Wind, & Summed Variance
X,Y,S Cross-Field, Along-Field, & Summed Variance
INTEGRATED SQUARED DEVIATION FROM DIF SPECTRA The variance
is calculated from the error (difference) spectra between
SO, the input slope spectrum, and each of the five normal
ized radiance spectra.
A,C,S Along-Wind, Cross-Wind, & Summed Variance
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6.3 Appendix III - FORTRAN 77 Code
The input data files, FORTRAN programs, and FORTRAN



























































* THETA( SENSOR) PHIO(SUN) THETAO(SUN) LREF (LSKY( 0 , 0 ) )




* NOTES: LREF = 100.0 FOR THETA0 = 0.0 DEG
* LREF = 32.65 FOR THETA0 =26.6 DEG










































































































































































































































2547 .769 2701 .000
A-65
[ > 0 ]
'
[ > 0 ]
'
[-180. .+180]
[ > 0 ]
'





* CREATE SYNTHETIC WIND-DRIVEN WATERWAVE SURFACE OF TWO SLOPE-COMPONENT
* (X S. Y) ARRAYS (+ OPTIONAL ELEVATION ARRAY)
* CONVERT SLOPE-COMPONENT ARRAYS INTO MAXIMUM-SLOPE S, SLOPE-AZIMUTH ARRAY
*
* INPUTS:
* WIND_V = WIND_VELOCITY [CM/ SEC]
* Z = HEIGHT OF WIND_V MEASUREMENT [CM]
* WIND_AZ WIND_AZIMUTH [DEG]
*
K_NYQ = MAX_WAVENUMBER [CY/CM]









REAL SLOPE , SUM1 , SUM2 , TEMP , VAR_UD , VAR_US , VAR_CD , VAR_C S , VAR_SD , VAR_SS
REAL WGHT,WIND_AZ,WIND_V,X1,Y1,X2,Y2, Z
REAL F1(P:Q,P:Q),F2(P:Q,P:Q),F3(P:Q,P:Q),F4(P:Q,P:Q),W1(P:Q,P:Q)
REAL DIST1(P1:Q1,P1:Q1) , DIST2(P1 :Q1,P1:Q1) , FX1 (P : Q , P : Q ) , FY1 (P : Q , P : Q)
REAL XDIST1(P1:Q1,2),XDIST2(P1:Q1,2),YDIST1(P1:Q1,2) , YDIST2 (PI : Ql , 2)
REAL PARM(-2:l,-2: 1) ,VARY(0:4, 0:4)
REAL RY(P1:Q1,P1:Q1) , IY (PI : Ql , PI : Ql ) , MY (PI : Ql , PI : Ql ) , PY(P1 : Ql , PI : Ql )
*** COMPLEX G1(P:Q,P:Q) ,G2(P:Q,P:Q)
*** COMPLEX G3(P:Q,P:Q) ,G4(P:Q,P:Q)

















































* CREATE N*N COMPLEX MATRIX GWN(L.M) OF NORMALIZED, FREQUENCY-DOMAIN
* WHITE GAUSSIAN NOISE
*








WRITE(*,*) 'TSLOPE = TOTAL (X+Y) SLOPE SPECTRUM=SQRT [ (K'2) *S (L ,M) ]
'
IF (N.EQ.64) CALL ALPHA(F1,64)







WRITE(*,*) 'HEIGHT = ELEVATION SPECTRUM=SQRT [ S (L , M) ]
'
IF (N.EQ.64) CALL ALPHA(F2,64)







WRITE(*,*) 'XSLOPE = X-COMPONENT SLOPE SPECTRUM=SQRT [ (LA2 ) *S (L , M) ]
'
IF (N.EQ.64) CALL ALPHA(F3,64)







WRITE(*,*) 'YSLOPE = Y-COMPONENT SLOPE SPECTRUM=SQRT [ (MA2) *S (L ,M) ]
'





CALL PLT3D0UTPUT (FNAME, F4,N,P,Q)
CALL PLT3DFILE(F4,N)
* FILTER MATRIX GWN WITH SLOPE-COMPONENT SPECTRUMS FX1 4 FY1





Gl ( I , J ) =CMPLX (0.0,F1(I,J)) *GWN ( I , J )
G2(I,J)=CMPLX(0.0,F2(I, J))*GWN(I,J)





BACK-FOURIER-TRANSFORM THE FILTERED SLOPE-COMPONENT SPECTRUMS GX1 4 GY1






* OPTIONAL COMPLEX DISPLAY (REAL , IMAG , MAG, PHS) OF G1,G2,GX1 4 GX2
*
*** if (N.EQ.64) THEN
***












* RESCALE THE TRANSFORMED SLOPE-COMPONENT ARRAYS GX1 4 GY1
* CONVERT SLOPE-COMPONENTS INTO MAXIMUM_SLOPE ARRAY=FY1 (X, Y) [DEG] [0..+90]
* AND SLOPE AZIMUTH ARRAY=FX1 (X, Y) [DEG] [-180.. +180]
* CALCULATE ALONG-WIND, CROSS-WIND, 4 COMBINED VARIANCES

























(ANG2*FY1 ( I , J ) ) **2
VAR_US=VAR_US+WGHT*(ANG2*SLOPE)**2
VAR_CD=VAR_CD+WGHT* (ANG3*FY1 ( I , J) ) **2
VAR_CS=VAR_CS+WGHT*(ANG3*SLOPE)**2
VAR_SD=VAR_SD+WGHT* (FY1 ( I , J) **2)





































































*** IF (DIST1(I, J) .EQ.O. 0) DISTKI, J)=BIAS1






WRITE(*,*) 'SLOPE DISTRIBUTION ARRAY=DIST1 [PROB]
(SLOPE
COORDINATES)'











VAR_CS , SQRT (VAR_CS )




VARJJS , SQRT (VAR_US)
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WRITE(*,*) 'TOTAL-WIND SLOPE VAR [SLOPEA2] 4 DEV= , VAR_SS , SQRT (VAR_SS )
WRITE(*,*)
' '
WRITE(*,*) 'SLOPE DISTRIBUTION ARRAY=DIST2 [PROB] (FILENAME=DIST . RAY)
'






WRITE(*,*) 'CROSS-WIND SLOPE VAR [DEGA2] 4 DEV=
'
,
VAR_CD , SQRT (VAR_CD)
WRITE(*,*) 'ALONG-WIND SLOPE VAR [DEG*2] 4 DEV=
'
, VAR_UD , SQRT (VAR_UD )
WRITE(*,*> 'TOTAL-WIND SLOPE VAR [DEGA2] 4 DEV=
'
, VAR_SD , SQRT (VAR_SD)
K_NYQ=FLOAT ( N / 2 ) *DELTA_K




'MAXIMUM- SLOPE ARRAY-BETA [DEG] (FILENAME=BETA .RAY)
'








WRITE(*,*) 'SLOPE-AZIMUTH ARRAY=ALPH [DEG] (FILENAME=ALPH .RAY)
'
IF (N.EQ.64) CALL ALPHA(FX1 , 64 )
FNAME='ALPH.RAE'







* CREATE UNPOLARIZED SKYDOME HEMISPHERICAL RADIANCE DISTRIBUTION
* CREATE HORIZONTALLY_ 4 VERTICALLY_POLARIZED RADIANCE COMPONENTS
*
* MAP SKYDOME RADIANCE DISTRIBUTIONS TO REFLECTED SURFACE COORDINATES
*
* CREATE UNPOLARIZED SUBDOME HEMISPHERICAL RADIANCE DISTRIBUTION
* CREATE HORIZONTALLY_ 4 VERTICALLY_POLARIZED RADIANCE COMPONENTS
*
* LSUB IS ALREADY LINEARLY MAPPED TO REFRACTED SURFACE COORDINATES
*
* INPUT:
* LREF = REFERENCE RADIANCE MEASURED AT THE ZENITH POINT, LSKY(0,0) [UNIT]
* PHIO = SUN AZIMUTH [DEG] [-180.. +180]
* THETA = SENSOR ZENITH ANGLE [DEG] [0..+90]
* ZO = SOLAR ZENITH ANGLE [DEG] [0. +90]
*
* OUTPUT:
* LSKY = UNPOLARIZED SKYDOME SPATIAL RADIANCE DISTRIBUTION
* HSKY = HORIZONTALLY_POLARIZED LSKY
* VSKY = VERTICALLY_POLARIZED LSKY
*
* LSRF = LSKY MAPPED TO REFLECTED SURFACE COORDINATES (ALPH.BETA)
* HSRF = HSKY MAPPED TO REFLECTED SURFACE COORDINATES (ALPH,BETA)
* VSRF = VSKY MAPPED TO REFLECTED SURFACE COORDINATES (ALPH.BETA)
*
* LSUB = UNPOLARIZED SUBDOME SPATIAL RADIANCE DISTRIBUTION
* HSUB = HORIZONTALLY_POLARIZED LSUB




PARAMETER (N=64 , P=-N/2 , Q=N/ 2-1 )
REAL LSKY(P:Q,P Q) ,HSKY(P Q,P Q) VSKY(P Q P Q)
Q) ,HSRF(P Q,P Q) VSRF(P Q P Q)
Q) ,HSUB(P Q,P Q) VSUB(P Q P Q)
REAL LSRF(P:Q,P
REAL LSUB(P:Q,P
REAL LREF, PHIO, PI, THETA, ZO
REAL PARM( -2: 1,-2:1)
CHARACTER* 18 FNAME
PI=3. 14159






WRITE (*,*) 'READING PARM
'
CALL PLT 3D INPUT ( FNAME , PARM , Nl , -2 , 1 )
DO I=-2,l















*** WRITE(6,*) 'INPUT LREF [RADIANCE ], PHIO [DEG],Z0 [DEG], THETA [DEG]











*** CALL SKYBLUE(LREF, PHIO, Z0,N,P,Q, LSKY, HSKY, VSKY)
*
CALL SKYMAP ( LREF , PHI 0 , ZO , THETA , N , P , Q , LSRF , HSRF , VSRF )
*






* CREATES OBJECT SPATIAL RADIANCE DISTRIBUTION IN THE DIRECTION OF SENSOR
*
* CALCULATES FORWARD FAST FOURIER TRANSFORMS OF SYNTHETIC IMAGES
*
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER I,I1,I2,INV, J, Jl, J2 , N , Nl , N2 , NTMP , P , PI , P2 , Q, Ql , Q2
- PARAMETER(N=64,P=-N/2,Q=N/2-l)
* PARAMETER (Nl=64 , P1=-N1 / 2, Q1=N1/ 2-1)
* PARAMETER (N2=64 , P2=-N2 / 2 , Q2=N2 /
2- 1 )
REAL IV1 , 1V2 , 1V3 , NV1 , NV2 , NV3 , RV1 , RV2 , RV3
REAL D1(P:Q,P:Q),D2(P:Q,P:Q),D3(P:Q,P:Q),D4(P:Q,P:Q)
REAL DARK1(P:Q,P:Q) , DARK2 (P : Q,P : Q) .DELTA
REAL DST1(P:Q,P:Q) , DST2 (P : Q, P : Q) ,DST3(P:Q,P:Q),DST4(P:Q,P:Q)
REAL GAMH(P:Q,P:Q) , GAMS (P : Q , P : Q) , GAMV(P : Q, P : Q)
REAL HRAD(P1:Q1,P1:Q1) , LRAD (PI : Ql , PI : Ql ) , VRAD (PI : Ql , PI : Ql )
REAL HSKY(P:Q,P:Q) , LSKY(P : Q , P : Q) , VSKY(P : Q, P : Q)
REAL HSUB(P:Q,P:Q) , LSUB (P : Q, P : Q) , VSUB (P : Q, P : Q)
REAL PARM(-2: 1,-2:1) , V1250 , VARY( 0 : 4 , 0 : 4 )
REAL ALPH(P1:Q1,P1:Q1) , COSALPHA, SINALPHA




REAL NMBR(P:Q,P:Q) ,REF1 , REF2 , SWITCH
REAL NU , COSNU , SINNU , TANNU1 , TANNU2
REAL OMEGA, COSOMEGA, SINOMEGA
* REAL INDEXI,INDEXR,RHO,RH01
REAL THETA, COSTHETA, SINTHETA
REAL DELTA_K,K_NYQ, PHI, PHI 1,PHI2, RADIUS, RANGE, TEMP,
WIND_V,WIND_AZ,Z
*** REAL RY(P:Q,P:Q) ,IY(P:Q,P:Q) ,MY(P:Q,P:Q) ,PY(P:Q,P:Q)
REAL ATH1(P:Q,P:Q) , ATS1 (P : Q, P : Q) , ATV1 (P : Q, P : Q)
REAL ATH2(P:Q,P:Q),ATS2(P:Q,P:Q) , ATV2 (P : Q, P : Q)
REAL HMAG0(P1:Q1,P1:Q1) , LMAGO (PI : Ql , PI : Ql ) . VMAGO















REAL HAVG , LAVG , VAVG , HAVG1 ,
LAVG1 , VAVG1 ,












CHARACTER*18 FNAMEO , FNAME1 ,




CHARACTER*18 FNAME7 , FNAME8 ,
FNAME
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*** WRITE (*,*) 'ENTER FILENAME OF PARAMETERS = PARM'







































*** WRITE (*,*) 'ENTER FILENAME OF SUBDOME_RADIANCE ARRAY
=
LSUB'














*** WRITE(*,*) 'ENTER FILENAME OF
VERT-POLARIZED LSUB
VSUB'





WRITE (*,*) 'READING PARM
'
CALL PLT3DINPUT (FNAMEO , PARM , NTMP ,-2,1)
*
DO I=-2,l




































CALL PLT3DINPUT (FNAME1 , BETA , NTMP , P , Q)
*
IF (Nl.NE.NTMP) THEN





*** WRITE(*,*) 'READING ALPH
'
CALL PLT3DINPUT(FNAME2, ALPH, NTMP, P,Q)
*
IF (Nl.NE.NTMP) THEN





*** WRITE(*,*) 'READING LSKY
'
*** CALL PLT3DINPUT ( FNAME3 , LSKY , NTMP , P , Q)
*** if (N.NE.NTMP) THEN





*** WRITE (*,*) 'READING HSKY
'
CALL PLT3DINPUT(FNAME4, HSKY, NTMP, P,Q)
*
IF (N.NE.NTMP) THEN






*** WRITE(*,*) 'READING VSKY
'
CALL PLT3DINPUT (FNAME5 , VSKY , NTMP , P , Q)
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IF (N.NE.NTMP) THEN





*** WRITE(*,*) 'READING LSUB
'
*** CALL PLT3DINPUT(FNAME6, LSUB, NTMP, P,Q)
*
*** if (N.NE.NTMP) THEN





*** WRITE(*,*) 'READING HSUB
'
CALL PLT3DINPUT (FNAME7 , HSUB , NTMP , P , Q)
A
IF (N.NE.NTMP) THEN





*** WRITE(*,*) 'READING VSUB
'
CALL PLT3D INPUT (FNAME8 , VSUB , NTMP , P , Q)
A
IF (N.NE.NTMP) THEN


















*** IF (N.EQ.64) CALL









*** IF (N.EQ.64) CALL ALPHA(




*** IF (N.EQ.64) CALL




*** IF (N.EQ.64) CALL





*** if (N.EQ.64) CALL ALPHA(VSUB , 64 )
*
* NOTE: NO SLOPE VARIANCE CALCULATIONS REQUIRED WHEN SURFACE IS FLAT
* IE: IF WIND_V =0.0 THEN MEAN SLOPE =0.0 AND SLOPE VARIANCE =0.0
* SLOPE DISTRIBUTION DELTA FUNCTION
A
IF (WIND_V.EQ.0.0) GOTO 1
A
* CALCULATE ALONG-WIND, CROSS-WIND 4 TOTAL-WIND SLOPE VARIANCES ABOVE, BELOW




* CREATE HIGH_K_SLOPE_DISTRIBUTION ARRAY = DST1
* (K_NYQ < K < INF)
* FOR CORRELATION OF SURFACE_REFLECTED_SKYDOME RADIANCE AND







DEVA=SQRT (VARY (4,3) -VARY (3,3))
DEVC=SQRT ( VARY (4,2) -VARY (3,2))




































*** DEVA=SQRT (VARY (4,3) -VARY (2,3))




















CALL DIST_GEN(1,N,P,Q,WIND_AZ,V1250, DEVA, DEVC, D1,D2,D3,D4)
*** DO I=P, Q
*** DO J=P; Q










* CREATE FULL_K_SLOPE_DISTRIBUTION ARRAY = DST3








*** WRITE(*,*) 'VAR_C,DEV_C =
'
, DEVC**2 , DEVC
*** WRITE(*.*) 'VAR_A,DEV_A =
'
, DEVA**2 , DEVA
*** DEVT=SQRT( (DEVA**2)+(DEVC**2) )
*** WRITE(*,*) 'VAR_TOT,DEV_TO =
'
, DEVT**2 , DEVT
*
*** CALL DIST GEN(1,N,P,Q,WIND AZ ,V1250 , DEVA, DEVC , Dl , D2 , D3 , D4 )
*** DO I=P Q
*** DO J=P Q







* CREATE SAMPLE_K_SLOPE_DISTRIBUTION ARRAY
= DST4



























*** CALL DIST_GEN(1,N,P,Q,WIND_AZ,V1250, DEVA,
DEVC,D1,D2,D3,D4)
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*** DO I =P, Q
*** DO J =P, Q







* CALCULATE ANGULAR SURFACE_REFLECTED_SKYDOME_RADIANCE DISTRIBUTIONS:
A
* DCREATE ANGULAR POLARIZED (HORZ 4 VERT) FRESNEL_COEFFICIENT DISTRIBUTION
* RELATIVE TO SENSOR AND SURFACE COORDINATES
*
* CREATE ANGULAR SURFACE_PROJECTION_ATTENUATION_COEFFICIENT DISTRIBUTION
* RELATIVE TO SENSOR AND SURFACE COORDINATES
*
1 CALL DARKNESS(P,Q, THETA, INDEXR, INDEXI , GAMH, GAMV, DARK1 )
A





ATH1 ( I , J ) =GAMH ( I , J) *DARK1 ( I , J ) *HSKY ( I , J )
ATV1(I, J)=GAMV(I, J)*DARK1(I, J)*VSKY(I, J)

















*** IF (N.EQ.64) CALL







*** IF (N.EQ.64) CALL ALPHA(







*** IF (N.EQ.64) CALL ALPHA(
ATS1 , 64 )
*** CALL PLT3DFILE(ATS1,N)
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* 3) CORRELATE SKYDOME BY HIGH_K_WATER_SURFACE_FILTER=DST1 (K > K_NYQ)
*
WRITE(*.*) 'DST1 = HIGH_K SLOPE PROBABILITY
DISTRIBUTION'





GDI (I, J)=CMPLX(DST1(-I,-J) ,0.0)
GH1(I, J)=CMPLX(ATH1(I,J) ,0.0)










GH1 (I , J) =GH1 ( I , J ) *GD 1 ( I , J )












RDH1 ( I , J ) =CABS (GH1 ( I , J ) ) / TEMP
RDV1(I,J)=CABS(GV1(I,J))/TEMP















*** IF (N2.EQ.64) CALL






*** IF (N2.EQ.64) CALL
ALPHA(RDS1 , 64 )
*** CALL PLT3DFILE(RDS1,N2)
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* CALCULATE ANGULAR SUBSURFACE_REFRACTED_SUBDOME_RADIANCE DISTRIBUTIONS:
*
1) CREATE ANGULAR POLARIZED (HORZ 4 VERT) UPWELLING_RADIANCE DISTRIBUTION
* RELATIVE TO SENSOR COORDINATES
*
* CREATE ANGULAR SUBSURFACE_PROJECTION_ATTENUATION_COEFFICIENT DISTRIBUTION
* RELATIVE TO SENSOR COORDINATES
*





ATH2 ( I , J ) =DARK1 ( I , J ) *HSUB ( I , J )
ATV2(I, J)=DARK1(I, J)*VSUB(I, J)
ATS2(I, J)=ATH2(I, J)+ATV2(I, J)
*










IF ( SWITCH.EQ.l) GOTO 3
A
*** IF (WIND_V.EQ. 0 .0) GOTO 3
*
WRITE (*,*) 'ATH2 = ATTENUATED HORZ_POLARIZED_SUBDOME_RADIANCE
'
IF (N.EQ.64) CALL ALPHA(ATH2 , 64 )
CALL PLT3DFILE(ATH2,N)
A
WRITE(*,*) 'ATV2 = ATTENUATED VERT_POLARIZED_SUBDOME_RADIANCE
'
IF (N.EQ.64) CALL ALPHA(ATV2 , 64 )
CALL PLT3DFILE(ATV2,N)
A
WRITE(*,*) 'ATS2 = ATTENTUATED TOTAL_SUBDOME_RADIANCE
'
IF (N.EQ.64) CALL ALPHA(ATS2 , 64 )
CALL PLT3DFILE(ATS2,N)
*
* 3)CORRELATE SUBDOME BY HIGH_K_WATER_SURFACE_FILTER=DST1 (K > K_NYQ)

















GH2 ( I , J ) =GH2 ( I , J ) *GD2 ( I , J )












RDH2(I, J)=CABS(GH2(I, J)) /TEMP
RDV2 ( I , J ) =CABS (GV2 ( I , J ) ) / TEMP





3 WRITE(*,*) 'RDH2 = FILTERED ATH2'
*** IF (N2.EQ.64) CALL ALPHA(RDH2 , 64 )
*** CALL PLT3DFILE(RDH2,N2)
A
WRITE(*,*) 'RDV2 = FILTERED ATV2
'
*** if (N2.EQ.64) CALL ALPHA (RDV2 , 64 )
*** CALL PLT3DFILE(RDV2,N2)
A
WRITE(*,*) 'RDS2 = FILTERED
ATS2'
*** IF (N2.EQ.64) CALL ALPHA(RDS2 , 64 )
*** CALL PLT3DFILE(RDS2,N2)
*


























* DOT PRODUCT OF IV 4 NV = | IV | | NV | (COSOMEGA) = COSOMEGA
A
COSOMEGA= ( IV1*NV1 ) + ( IV2*NV2 ) + ( IV3*NV3 )
OMEGA=ACOSD ( COSOMEGA )
SINOMEGA=SIND (OMEGA)
*


































, J ) =RFRH ( I , J ) +RFRV ( I , J )
HRAD(I,J)=RFLH(I, J)+RFRH(I,J)
VRAD(I,J)=RFLV(I,J)+RFRV(I,J)
LRAD ( I , J ) =HRAD ( I , J ) +VRAD ( I , J )
IF (MU.LE.90.0) THEN
RFLX( I , J)=ATH1 ( II , Jl )
NMBR ( 12 , J2 ) =NMBR (I 2 , J2 ) +1 . 0
















*** SV1(I, J)=CMPLX(RFLV(I, J) ,0.0)






*** SH2(I, J)=CMPLX(RFRH(I, J) ,0.0)
*** SV2(I, J)=CMPLX(RFRV(I, J) ,0.0)
*** SL2(I, J)=CMPLX(RFRS(I, J) ,0.0)
*
HAVG2=HAVG2+RFRH (I , J ) / TEMP
VAVG2=VAVG2+RFRV( I , J) / TEMP
LAVG2=LAVG2+RFRS ( I , J ) / TEMP
A
SH0(I, J)=CMPLX(HRAD(I, J) ,0.0)
*** SV0(I, J)=CMPLX(VRAD(I, J) ,0.0)
SL0(I, J)=CMPLX(LRAD(I, J) ,0.0)
*
HAVG=HAVG+HRAD ( I , J ) / TEMP
VAVG-VAVG+VRAD ( I , J ) / TEMP
LAVG=LAVG+LRAD ( I , J ) / TEMP
A
SH3(I, J)=CMPLX(RFLX(I, J) ,0.0)
*












WRITE(*,*) 'NMBR-PIXEL COUNTS REFLECTING FROM SKYDOME
LOCATION'





WRITE(*,*) 'NMBR OF 2NDARY REFLECTORS 4 RATIO
'
, REF2 ,REF2/TEMP





WRITE (*.*) 'NMBR THAT REFLECT SOME SKY 4 RATIO =
'
,REF1 , REF1 /TEMP







WRITE(*,*) 'MEAN PIXEL RADIANCE ',HAVG1





WRITE(*,*) 'RFLX=RFLH WITHOUT SUB-RESOLUTION
FILTERING'









WRITE (*,*) 'RFLV=REFLECTED VERT_POLARIZED
RADIANCE'
WRITE(*,*) 'MEAN PIXEL RADIANCE
= ',VAVG1







WRITE(*,*) 'MEAN PIXEL RADIANCE
= ',LAVG1








WRITE(*.*) 'MEAN PIXEL RADIANCE
= ',HAVG2






WRITE(*,*) "RFRV=REFRACTED VERT_POLARIZED RADIANCE'
WRITE(*.*) 'MEAN PIXEL RADIANCE = '.VAVG2




WRITE(*,*) *RFRS=REFRACTED TOTAL RADIANCE*
WRITE(*,*) 'MEAN PIXEL RADIANCE =
'
, LAVG2





WRITE (*,*) 'HRAD=REFLECTED 4 REFRACTED HORZ_POLARIZED
RADIANCE'
WRITE (*,*) 'MEAN PIXEL RADIANCE =
'
, HAVG





WRITE(*,*) 'VRAD=REFLECTED 4 REFRACTED VERT_POLARIZED
RADIANCE'
WRITE (*,*) 'MEAN PIXEL RADIANCE = ',VAVG





WRITE (*,*) 'LRAD=REFLECTED 4 REFRACTED TOTAL
RADIANCE'
WRITE(*,*) 'MEAN PIXEL RADIANCE =
'
, LAVG




















HMAG1 ( I , J ) =CAB S ( SHI ( I , J ) ) / TEMP
*** VMAG1 ( I , J ) =CABS ( SV1 (I , J ) ) / TEMP
LMAG1 ( I , J ) =CAB S ( SL1 ( I , J ) ) / TEMP
*
*** HMAG2(I,J)=CABS(SH2(I, J)) /TEMP
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*** VMAG2(I, J)=CABS(SV2(I, J) )/TEMP
*** LMAG2 ( I , J) =CABS ( SL2 ( I , J) ) / TEMP
A
HMAGO ( I , J) =CABS ( SHO ( I , J) ) / TEMP
*** VMAGO ( I , J) =CABS ( SVO ( I , J) ) / TEMP
LMAGO ( I , J)=CABS ( SLO ( I , J) ) /TEMP
*







WRITE (*,*) 'FORWARD TRANSFORMS OF RADIANCE IMAGES'
A
WRITE(*,*) 'HMAG1= HORZ /REFLECTED RAD MAG
SPECTRUM'
TEMP=HMAG1(0,0)
WRITE (*,*) 'HMAG1(0,0) = ',HMAG1(0,0)
*** HMAG1(0,0)=0.0
*** IF (N1.EQ.64) CALL ALPHA(HMAG1 , 64 )
***
HMAGK 0,0) -TEMP
FNAME= ' HMAG1 . RAD
'
CALL PLT3DOUTPUT (FNAME , HMAG1 , Nl , PI , Ql )
*** CALL PLT3DFILE(HMAG1,N1)
A
WRITE (*,*) 'HMAG3= HMAG1 WITHOUT SUB-RESOLUTION
FILTER'
TEMP=HMAG3(0,0)
WRITE (*.*) 'HMAG3(0,0) = ',HMAG3(0,0)
*** HMAG3(0,0)=0. 0
*** IF (N1.EQ.64) CALL ALPHA(HMAG3 , 64 )
*** HMAG3(0,0)=TEMP
FNAME= ' HMAG3 . RAD
'
CALL PLT3DOUTPUT (FNAME , HMAG3 , Nl , PI , Ql )
*** CALL PLT3DFILE(HMAG3,N1)
A
WRITE (*,*) 'LMAG1= TOTAL /REFLECTED RAD MAG
SPECTRUM'
TEMP=LMAG1(0,0)
WRITE (*,*) 'LMAG1(0,0) = ',LMAG1(0,0)
*** LMAG1(0,0)=0.0
*** IF (N1.EQ.64) CALL ALPHA(LMAG1 , 64 )
*** LMAG1(0,0)=TEMP
FNAME='LMAG1.RAD'
CALL PLT3DOUTPUT (FNAME , LMAG1 , Nl , PI , Ql )
*** CALL PLT3DFILE(LMAG1,N1)
A






*** HMAGO (0,0) =0.0
*** IF (N1.EQ.64) CALL ALPHA(HMAG0,64)





CALL PLT3D0UTPUK FNAME, HMAGO,Nl, PI, Ql)
*** CALL PLT3DFILE (HMAGO,Nl)
*
WRITE(*,*) 'LMAGO= TOTAL/REFL 4 REFR RAD MAG
SPECTRUM'
TEMP=LMAGO(0,0)
WRITE (*,*) 'LMAG0(0,0) ',LMAG0(0,0)
*** LMAG0(0,0)=0.0















ANALYSIS PROGRAM FOR THE GENERATION AND ANALYSIS OF 2D DIFFERENCE
SPECTRA
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER I,I1,I2,INV, J, Jl , J2 ,KINT , N , Nl , N2 , NTMP , P , PHINT , PI , P2 , Q , Ql , Q2 ,R
PARAMETER (N=64,P=-N/ 2, Q=N/
2-
1,R=Q+1)
PARAMETER (Nl=6 4, P1= -N1/ 2, Q1=N1/ 2-1)
PARAMETER(N2=64,P2=-N2/2,Q2=N2/2-l)
REAL ANGO , ANG1 , COSA1 , COSA2 , K , L , M , KMAG , DELTA_K , DELTA_PHI , PI , SINAI , S INA2
REAL DAT1,DAT2,DAT3,DAT4,DAT5
REAL DATH1 , DATL1 , DATHO , DATLO , DATH3 , DATSO
REAL DST1(P:Q,P:Q)
REAL HIGH, LOW, FACTOR
REAL FACTOR1 , FACTOR2 , FACTOR3 , FACTOR4 , FACTOR5
REAL PARM(-2:1,-2:1) ,V1250
REAL K_NYQ , PHI , PHI1 , PHI2 , RADIUS , RANGE , TEMP , TEMPI , WIND_V,WIND_AZ , Z
REAL HMAG0(P1:Q1,P1:Q1) , LMAGO (PI : Ql , PI : Ql ) , VMAGO (PI : Ql , PI : Ql )
REAL HMAG1(P1:Q1,P1:Q1) , LMAG1 (PI : Ql , PI : Ql ) , VMAG1 (PI : Ql , PI : Ql )
REAL SL0PE(P1:Q1,P1:Q1) , LMAG2 (PI : Ql , PI : Ql ) , VMAG2 (PI : Ql , PI : Ql )
REAL HMAG3(P1:Q1,P1:Q1)
REAL D1KH1(1:R,2) , D1KL1 ( 1 :R, 2)












































COMPLEX GD1(P2:Q2,P2:Q2) , GH1 (P2 : Q2 , P2 : Q2) , GV1 (P2 : Q2 , P2 : Q2)
COMPLEX GD2(P2:Q2,P2:Q2) , GH2 (P2 : Q2 , P2 : Q2 ) ,GV2 (P2 : Q2 , P2 : Q2)
COMPLEX SH0(P1:Q1,P1:Q1),SL0(P1:Q1,P1:Q1) , SVO (PI : Ql , PI : Ql )
COMPLEX SH1(P1:Q1,P1:Q1) , SL1 (PI : Ql , PI : Ql ) , SV1 (PI : Ql , PI : Ql )
COMPLEX SH2(P1:Q1,P1:Q1) , SL2 (PI : Ql , PI :Q1) , SV2 (PI :Q1 , PI :Q1)
COMPLEX SH3(P1:Q1,P1:Q1)
CHARACTER*18 FNAMEO
, FNAME1 , FNAME2 , FNAME3 , FNAME4 , FNAME5 , FNAME6





FNAME1= ' HMAG1 . RAD
'
FNAME2= ' LMAG1 . RAD
'
FNAME3= ' HMAGO . RAD
'
FNAME4= ' LMAGO . RAD
'
FNAME5='HMAG3
FNAME6= ' TSLOPE . RAE
'
CALL PLT3DINPUT (FNAMEO, PARM, NTMP, -2,1)
DO I=-2,l





IF ( (Nl.NE.NTMP). OR. ( (K_NYQ/DELTA_K)















WRITE(*,*) 'INCORRECT PARAMETER FILE [Nl(DOME);
GOTO 5
ENDIF
WRITE (*,*) 'READING ARRAYS
'
CALL PLT3DINPUT (FNAME1 , HMAG1 , NTMP , P , Q)
CALL PLT3DINPUT (FNAME2 , LMAG1 , NTMP , P , Q)
CALL PLT3D INPUT ( FNAME3 , HMAGO , NTMP , P , Q)
CALL PLT 3D INPUT ( FNAME4 , LMAGO , NTMP , P , Q)
CALL PLT3DINPUT (FNAME5 , HMAG3 , NTMP , P , Q)




















IF (N1.EQ.64) CALL ALPHA(LMAG1 , 64 )
*** WRITE (*,*)
'HMAGO'
IF (N.EQ.64) CALL ALPHA(HMAGO , 64 )
*** WRITE (*,*)
'LMAGO'




IF (N.EQ.64) CALL ALPHA ( HMAG3 , 64 )
*** WRITE(*,*)
'SLOPE'




IF (N1.EQ.64) CALL ALPHAS




IF (N1.EQ.64) CALL ALPHAS




IF (N.EQ.64) CALL ALPHAS





IF (N.EQ.64) CALL ALPHAS (LMAGO , 64 , DATLO , LOW , FACTOR)
WRITE (*.*)
'HMAG3'
IF (N.EQ.64) CALL ALPHAS (HMAG3 , 64 , DATH3 , LOW , FACTOR)
WRITE(*,*)
'SLOPE'








HMAG1 (I , J ) =HMAG1 ( I , J ) *FACTORl
LMAG1 ( I , J) -LMAG1 ( I , J) *FACTOR2
HMAGO ( I , J) =HMAG0 ( I , J) *FACTOR3
LMAGO ( I , J) =LMAG0 ( I , J) *FACTOR4
HMAG3 ( I , J) =HMAG3 ( I , J) *FACT0R5
D2HKI, J)=SLOPE(I, J)-HMAG1(I, J)
D2L1(I, J)=SLOPE(I, J)-LMAG1(I, J)
D2H0(I, J)=SLOPE(I, J)-HMAG0(I, J)
D2L0(I, J)=SLOPE(I, J)-LMAG0(I, J)
























































WRITE(*,*) 'MEAN PIXEL RADIANCE
WRITE (*,*) 'FACT0R4










WRITE(*,*) 'MEAN PIXEL RADIANCE =
WRITE (*,*) 'FACTORS








KMAG=SQRT( (L**2 ) +(M**2) )
KINT=INT(KMAG+0 .5)
K=KMAG*DELTA_K
IF ( (K.EQ. 0.0) .OR. (KINT.GT.R) ) GOTO 10
ANG0=ATAN2D(M,L)
ANG1=WIND_AZ-ANG0





IF (ABS(PHINT) .GT.90.0) WRITE(*,*)
'
PHINT . GT . +/
-
90.0'
COSAl=COSD ( ANGO ) **2
SINA1=SIND(ANG0)**2














































































TEMP=(HMAG3(I, J)**2) * (DELTA_K**2 )



















D1KH1 (1,1) -FLOAT ( I ) *DELTA_K
*** D1KL1(I,1)=FL0AT(I)*DELTA_K
*** D1KHO(I,1)=FLOAT(I)*DELTA_K
D1KL0 (1,1) =FLOAT ( I ) *DELTA_K


















IF (D1PH3(I,1).GT.0.0) D1PH3 ( I ,





































2)+DlPH0(I,2)+DlPH0(I+ l,2) ) /3.0
2)+DlPL0(I,2)+DlPL0(I+l,2))/3.0
2)+DlPH3(I,2)+DlPH3(I+l,2))/3.0
















































, PARM (-2, -2) ,PARM(-2, -1) , PARM (-2,0) ,PARM(-2, 1)
, PARM (-1,-2) , PARM (-1,-1) , PARM (-1,0) , PARM (-1,1)
, PARM(+0,-2) , PARM (+0,-1) , PARM (+0,0) , PARM (+0,1)
,PARM(+l,-2) , PARM (+1,-1) , PARM (+1,0) , PARM (+1,1)
MAGNITUDE ARRAY SCALING
FACTORS'
HI (0,0) , HIGH,
FACTOR'

















DAT5 , DATH3 , FACTOR5





































































































* WRITE DATA TO FILE
WRITE(*,*) 'ENTER FILENAME TO CONTAIN
STATISTICS'
READ(*,300) FNAMEO

























,PARM(-2,-2) ,PARM(-2, -1) , PARM (-2,0) , PARM (-2,1)
, PARM(-l,-2) , PARM (-1,-1) , PARM (-1,0) , PARM (-1,1)
,
PARM (+0,-2) ,PARM(+0,-l) , PARM (+0 , 0 ), PARM (+0 , 1 )










DAT2 , DATL1 , FACTOR2
HO (0,0) , HIGH,
FACTOR'
,




DAT4 , DATLO , FACTOR4
H3 ( 0 , 0 ) , HIGH , FACTOR
'
,
DAT5 , DATH3 , FACTOR5


















































































































CALL PLT2D0UTPUT (FNAME1 ,
D1FH1 , 181 )
CALL PLT2D0UTPUT (FNAME2 ,
D1FL1 , 181 )















REAL A , ALPH , BETA , D , DELT , DELTA_K , ENUG , G , K , K_MAX , KNU , Kl , K2 , K3
REAL L,M,P2,PI,SPEC
























* V_MIN=MINIMUM FRICTION VELOCITY [CM/SEC]
*




* WIND_V=WIND VELOCITY AT HEIGHT Z [CM/SECA2]



































IF ((K3.LT.K) .AND. (K.LE.KNU)) THEN













IF (EXP(L-DELT) . LE . 0.0030000)
VAR1=VAR
IF (EXP(L-DELT) . LE . 0.0046875) VAR2=VAR
IF (EXP(L-DELT) . LE . 0.0093750)
VAR3=VAR
IF (EXP(L-DELT) . LE . 0.0187500)
VAR4=VAR
IF (EXP(L-DELT) . LE . 0.0375000)
VAR5=VAR
IF (EXP(L-DELT) . LE . 0.0750000)
VAR6=VAR
IF (EXP(L-DELT) . LE . 0.1500000)
VAR7=VAR
IF (EXP(L-DELT) . LE . 0.3000000)
VAR8=VAR
IF (EXP(L-DELT) . LE . 0.6000000)
VAR9=VAR
IF (EXP(L-DELT) . LE . 1.2000000)
VAR10-VAR
IF (EXP(L-DELT) . LE . 2. 4000000)
VAR11-VAR
IF (EXP(L-DELT) . LE . 4. 8000000)
VAR12-VAR
IF (EXP(L-DELT) . LE . 9. 6000000)
VAR13=VAR
IF (EXP(L-DELT) . LE . 19. 200000)
VAR14=VAR
IF (EXP(L-DELT) . LE . 38. 200000)
VAR15-VAR
A-102



















'CUM SLOPE VARIANCE UP
'CUM SLOPE VARIANCE UP
'CUM SLOPE VARIANCE UP
'CUM SLOPE VARIANCE UP
'CUM SLOPE VARIANCE UP
'CUM SLOPE VARIANCE UP
'CUM SLOPE VARIANCE UP
CUM SLOPE VARIANCE UP
CUM SLOPE VARIANCE UP
'CUM SLOPE VARIANCE UP
'CUM SLOPE VARIANCE UP
'CUM SLOPE VARIANCE UP
'CUM SLOPE VARIANCE UP
CUM SLOPE VARIANCE UP
CUM SLOPE VARIANCE UP
CUM SLOPE VARIANCE UP





































































SUBROUTINE ALPHA(MAT1 , N)
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER I,J,K,L,M,N
REAL MAT1(N,64) , LOW , HIGH, FACTOR, Q
CHARACTERS CHOICE, LTR
CHARACTER* 64 A, B , C , D , TEMP , PICS (208 )
WRITE(*,*) 'WANT AN ALPHASCALE IMAGE?
[N]'
READ(*,300) CHOICE







IF (MAT1(I, J) .LT.LOW) LOW=MATl(I,J)
IF (MATld, J) .GT.HIGH) HIGH=MAT1 ( I , J)
END DO
END DO















IF (FACTOR. EQ. 0.0) FACTOR-1 . 0
WRITE(*,*) 'ALPHASCALE: HIGH, LOW,
















TEMP-TEMP ( 1 :
























SUBROUTINE ALPHAS (MAT1 , N , HIGH , LOW , FACTOR)
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER I,J,K,L,M,N
REAL MATKN, 64) , LOW, HIGH, FACTOR, Q
CHARACTERS CHOICE, LTR






L0W=MAT1 ( I , J)
IF (MATld, J) -GT.HIGH)
HIGH=MAT1 ( I , J)
END DO
END DO
















IF (FACTOR. EQ. 0 . 0) FACTOR-1 . 0
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SUBROUTINE DARKNESS (P , Q , THETA , INDEXR, INDEXI , GAMH , GAMV, DARK)
*
* CREATES POLARIZED (HORZ 4 VERT) FRESNEL_COEFFICIENT DISTRIBUTIONS
* RELATIVE TO SENSOR AND SURFACE COORDINATES
A
* CREATES SURFACE_PROJECTION_ATTENUATION_COEFFICIENT DISTRIBUTION






REAL BETA, COSBETA, SINBETA, SECBETA
REAL DELTA , GAMMAHOR , GAMMAPAR , GAMMAPER ,
GAMMASUM , GAMMAVER




REAL OMEGA , COSOMEGA , COSOMEGA2 ,
SINOMEGA
REAL INDEXI, INDEXR, RHO,RH01
REAL PI, PROJECT.RO, THETA











WRITE(*,*) 'THETA, INDEXR, INDEXI, R0= ', THETA, INDEXR, INDEXI , RO
A
* 11,12,13 ARE THE RESOLVED COMPONENTS OF THE SENSOR COORDINATE VECTOR
A
I 1=SIND( THETA) *COSD( 180.0)





































IF (BETA. GT. 60.0)
BETA=60 . 0







DARK (I, J) -PROJECT
A-108






RHO-ASIND ( SINOMEGA/ INDEXR)
GAMMAHOR=(SIND(OMEGA-RHO)**2) / ( SIND (OMEGA+RHO) **2)




GAMH ( I , J ) -GAMMAHOR
GAMV (I , J ) -GAMMAVER
*
IF (N.EQ.64) THEN
GAMS ( I , J) -GAMMASUM
DRK1(I, J)=SECBETA







WRITE(*,*) 'GAMH- HORZ_POLARI ZED FRESNEL COEFF
DISTRIBUTION'
*** CALL ALPHA (GAMH, 64)
*** CALL PLT3DFILE(GAMH,64)
A
WRITE (*,*) 'GAMV- VERT_POLARIZED FRESNEL COEFF
DISTRIBUTION'
*** CALL ALPHA(GAMV, 64)
*** CALL PLT3DFILE(GAMV,64)
A





WRITE(*,*) 'DRK1- ACTUAL AREA OF SLOPING
SURFACE'
*** CALL ALPHA (DRK1, 64)
*** CALL PLT3DFILE(DRK1,64)
*
WRITE (*,*) 'DRK2- PROJECTION OF
AREA NORMAL TO
INCIDENCE'

















SUBROUTINE DEEPBLUE (LREF , ZO , N , P , Q , LSUB , HSUB , VSUB )
A
* CREATE UNPOLARIZED SUBDOME HEMISPHERICAL RADIANCE DISTRIBUTION
* RESOLVE HORIZONTALLY 4 VERTICALLY POLARIZED RADIANCE COMPONENTS
* BASED UPON THE MONTE CARLO RESULTS OF PLASS, KATTAWAR 4 GUINN [1976]
A
* INPUT:
* LREF = REFERENCE RADIANCE MEASURED AT THE ZENITH POINT, LSKY(0,0) [UNIT]
* ZO = SOLAR ZENITH ANGLE
A
* OUTPUT:
* LSUB = UNPOLARIZED SUBDOME HEMISPHERICAL RADIANCE DISTRIBUTION
* HSUB = HORIZONTALLY_POLARIZED LSUB




REAL LSUB(P:Q,P:Q) , HSUB (P : Q, P : Q) , VSUB (P : Q, P : Q)
REAL A , B , C , COSMU , COSMU2 , COSNU , L , LREF , M , MU , PHI , PI , P S I ,































* CALCULATE HORIZONTALLY_ 4 VERTICALLY_POLARIZED FRACTIONS








*** WRITE(*,*) "LSUB = UNPOLARIZED SUBDOME RADIANCE
DISTRIBUTION'







WRITE(*,*) 'HSUB = HORIZONTALLY_POLARIZED
LSUB'




CALL PLT3DOUTPUT (FNAME , HSUB , N , P , Q)
*** CALL PLT3DFILE(HSUB,N)
A
WRITE (*,*) 'VSUB = VERTICALLY_POLARIZED
LSUB'









SUBROUTINE DIST_GEN(OPT , Nl , P , Q , WIND_AZ ,V1250 , DEVA,
DEVC , Dl , D2 , D3 , D4 )
A




* Dl = UNNORMALIZED
GAUSSIAN DISTRIBUTION
(MIN PROB < 1/N1A2)
* D2 = UNNORMALIZED
GRAM-CHARLIER DISTRIBUTION









OPT = SELECT 1 OF 2
DISTRIBUTION TYPES:








WIND_AZ AZIMUTH OF WIND
DIRECTION
V1250 WIND VELOCITY











REAL ANG,ANG1,DELTA,DEVA,DEVC,C03,C0 4,C21,C22,C4 0,GC1,GC2,GC3,GC4
REAL GRAMCHAR ,L,L1,M,M1,PI, RAD , SUM1 , SUM2 , SUM3 , SUM4 , VAR1 , VAR2 , VAR3
REAL VAR4 , V1250 , WGHTO , WGHT1 , WGHT2 , WGHT3 , WGHT4 , WIND_AZ
REAL D1(P:Q,P:Q),D2(P:Q,P:Q),D3(P:Q,P:Q),D4(P:Q,P:Q)
*
* GRAM-CHARLIER SERIES COEFFICIENTS FROM COX-MUNK STUDY
A



















IF (RAD.GE. (FLOAT(Q)*DELTA)) GOTO 1
A














IF (OPT.EQ. 2) THEN






















* BIAS ALL ZERO VALUES IN DIST1 4 DIST2 FOR ALPHASCALE DISPLAY
* CALCULATE VARIANCES OF DIST1 4 DIST2





















VAR2-VAR2+D2 ( I , J )
* (RAD**2 )
ft
IF (Did, J) .EQ.0.0) Did,
J)=WGHT1
ft






















* BIAS ALL ZERO VALUES IN DIST3 4 DIST4 FOR ALPHASCALE DISPLAY
* CALCULATE VARIANCES OF DIST3 4 DIST4











IF (RAD.GE. (FLOAT(Q)*DELTA) ) GOTO 4
IF (D3(I, J) .GE.WGHTO) THEN
D3(I, J)=D3(I, J)/SUM3





IF (D4(I, J) .GE.WGHTO) THEN
D4(I, J)=D4(I, J) /SUM4
















'DEV1,DEV2= ', TAND ( SQRT (VAR1 )),
TAND ( SQRT (VAR2) )
ELSE
WRITE (*,*)






, SUM3 , SUM4
*
IF (OPT.EQ.l) THEN
WRITE(*,*) 'DEV3.DEV4- ', TAND ( SQRT (VAR3 )), TAND ( SQRT (VAR4 ) )
ELSE






*** WRITE(*.*) 'UNNORMALIZED GAUSSIAN SLOPE DISTRIBUTION
ARRAY'
*** IF (N1.EQ.64) CALL ALPHA(D1,64)
*** CALL PLT3DFILE(D1,N1)
*
*** WRITE(*,*) 'NORMALIZED GAUSSIAN SLOPE DISTRIBUTION
ARRAY'
*** IF (N1.EQ.64) CALL ALPHA(D3,64)
*** CALL PLT3DFILE(D3,N1)
*
*** WRITE(*,*) 'UNNORMALIZED GRAM-CHARLIER SLOPE DISTRIBUTION
ARRAY'
*** IF (N1.EQ.64) CALL ALPHA(D2,64)
*** CALL PLT3DFILE(D2,N1)
*
*** WRITE(*,*) 'NORMALIZED GRAM-CHARLIER SLOPE DISTRIBUTION
ARRAY'





SUBROUTINE FFT2D (X, N , INV)
CALCULATES FORWARD 4 BACKWARD FAST_FOURIER_TRANSFORM
OUTPUT:
X = TRANSFORMED COMPLEX SQUARE
ARRAY
INPUT:
X = UNTRANSFORMED SQUARE ARRAY
N = DIMENSION OF X




+1 = BACKWARD TRANSFORM
IMPLICIT NONE





























IF (NXP2.EQ.0) GOTO 50
*
WPWR=PI /FLOAT ( NXP2 )
*
DO 40 M=1,NXP2
ANGLE=FLOAT (M- 1 ) *WPWR
W=CMPLX(COS(ANGLE) , FLOAT ( INV) *SIN(ANGLE) )












































IF (INV.EQ.-l) GOTO 90
RTEM=FLOAT(N*N)
DO 90 J-l.N





















WRITE(*,*) 'ENTER PIC FILENAME => '
READ(*,300) FNAME




, ERR-1 0 )
A
WRITE(3,*) FNAME, ': HIGH, LOW, DELTA =',A,B,C
DO 1=1, N






























WRITE(*.*) 'ENTER PLT2D OUTPUT FILENAME >
'
READ(*,300) FILENAME







WRITE(*,*) FILENAME, 'HAS BEEN WRITTEN AS AN OUTPUT
FILE'
1 RETURN
5 WRITE(*,*) 'BAD FILE
OPENING'
3 00 FORMAT (A)
END








WRITE(*,*) 'WANT A PLT2D OUTPUT FILE? [N] FILE =', FILENAME
A





WRITE(*,*) 'ENTER PLT2D OUTPUT FILENAME ==> '
*** READ (*, 300) FILENAME






WRITEd,*) (X(I, J) , J=l,2)
END DO
CLOSE(l)
WRITE(*.*) FILENAME, 'HAS BEEN WRITTEN AS AN OUTPUT
FILE'
1 RETURN
















WRITE(*,*) 'ENTER PLT3D OUTPUT FILENAME ==>
'
READ (*, 300) FILENAME






WRITEd, *)(X(I, J) ,J=1,N)
END DO
CLOSE(l)
WRITE(*,*) FILENAME, 'HAS BEEN
WRITTEN AS AN OUTPUT
FILE'
1 RETURN



























WRITE(*,*) FILENAME, 'HAS BEEN
INPUT'
1 RETURN

































WRITEd,*) (X( I, J) ,J=P1,Q1)
END DO
CLOSE(l)
WRITE(*,*) FILENAME, 'HAS BEEN
OUTPUT'
1 RETURN





SUBROUTINE PSVARY1 (KNYQ , N , WIND_V, Z , VARY)
*
* CALCULATES ALONG-WIND, CROSS-WIND AND TOTAL VARIANCE OF SLOPE DISTRIBUTION
* FOR THREE SPECTRAL REGIONS: 1) BELOW LOWEST SAMPLE FREQUENCY, 2) WITHIN




REAL A , ALPH , ANG , BETA , D , DELT , DELTA , ENUG , G , K , K_MAX , KNU , KNYQ
REAL Kl , K2 , K3 , L , M , P2 , P I , SPEC , SPREAD_TOT , TEMP
REAL VAR_S , VAR_X , VAR_Y , VAR1_S , VAR1_X , VAR1_Y , VAR2_S , VAR2_X , VAR2_Y
REAL V_FRIC,V_MIN,V250,V10 0 0,V125 0,V1950,WIND_V,Z
REAL LNSPEC(-80 0: 4 0 0,2) , SPREAD ( 0 : 1 79 ) , VARY ( 0 : 4,0:4)
CHARACTER*! OPT
*
** WIND_V=WIND VELOCITY AT HEIGHT Z [CM/SEC*2]


































K1=(K2*(V_MIN**2) ) / (V_FRIC**2)
















CALL SPREADVARY (K , VI 950 , SPREAD , SPREAD_TOT )
IF ((0.0.LT.K) .AND. (K.LE.K1)) THEN
SPEC=(ALPH/ (2.0*(K**3) ) )*EXP( (
- 1 . 0*BETA* (G**2 ) )/( (VI 950**4 )* (K**2) ) )
GOTO 1
ENDIF




IF ((K2.LT.K) .AND. (K.LE.K3) ) THEN
SPEC=(ALPH*D) / (2.0*(K3**P2)*(K**(3.0-P2) ) )
GOTO 1
ENDIF
IF ((K3.LT.K) .AND. (K.LE.KNU)) THEN








ANG=FLOAT ( J ) *DELTA
TEMP- ( SPREAD ( J) *LNSPEC ( 1,2) *DELT*DELTA)
VAR_S=VAR_S+TEMP
VAR_X=VAR_X+((COS(ANG)**2)*TEMP)
VAR_Y=VAR_Y+ ( ( S IN ( ANG )
** 2 ) *TEMP )
END DO
WRITE (*.*) L,K,VAR





VARY ( 1 , 4 ) =VAR S
ENDIF



















WRITE(*,*) 'RESULTS OF PSVARY1'






WRITE(*,*) 'WAVE SLOPE VARIANCE UP TO ' , VARY( I , 1 ) ,
'
CY/CM 4 DIFFER'
WRITE (*,*) 'CUM CROSS-WIND VARIANCE =
'
, VARY( I , 2) , VARY( I , 2) -VARY( 1-1 , 2)
WRITE(*,*) 'CUM ALONG-WIND VARIANCE =




, VARY (1,3), VARY (1,3) -VARY (1-1,3)






SUBROUTINE PSVARY2 (KNYQ , N , WIND_V, Z , V125 0 , VARY)
A
* CALCULATES ALONG-WIND, CROSS-WIND AND TOTAL VARIANCE OF SLOPE DISTRIBUTION
* FOR THREE SPECTRAL REGIONS: 1) BELOW LOWEST SAMPLE FREQUENCY, 2) WITHIN




REAL A , ALPH , ANG , BETA , D , DELT , DELTA , ENUG , G , K , K_MAX , KNU , KNYQ
REAL Kl , K2 , K3 , L , M , P2 , P I , SPEC , SPREAD_TOT , TEMP
REAL VAR_S , VAR_X , VAR_Y , VAR1_S , VAR1_X , VAR1_Y , VAR2_S , VAR2_X , VAR2_Y
REAL V_FRIC,V_MIN,V250,V1000,V1250,V1950,WIND_V,Z
REAL LNSPEC(-800: 4 00,2) , SPREAD ( 0 : 179) ,VARY(0:4 ,0:4)
CHARACTER*! OPT
A
** WIND_V=WIND VELOCITY AT HEIGHT Z [CM/SEC*2]




















** V_MIN=MINIMUM FRICTION VELOCITY [CM/SEC]
A






























CALL SPREADVARY (K , V1950 , SPREAD , SPREADJTOT )
IF ((0.0.LT.K) .AND. (K.LE.K1) ) THEN
SPEC=(ALPH/(2.0*(K**3)))*EXP((-1.0*BETA*(G**2) ) / ( (VI 950**4 ) * (K**2) ) )
GOTO 1
ENDIF
IF ((Kl.LT.K) .AND. (K.LE.K2)) THEN
SPEC=ALPH/ (2. 0*SQRT(K1)*(K**2.5) )
GOTO 1
ENDIF




IF ((K3.LT.K) .AND. (K.LE.KNU)) THEN








ANG-FLOAT ( J) *DELTA
TEMP= ( SPREAD ( J) *LNSPEC ( I , 2) *DELT*DELTA)
VAR_S=VAR_S+TEMP
VAR_X=VAR_X+((COS(ANG)**2)*TEMP)
VAR_Y=VAR_Y+ ( ( SIN ( ANG ) **2 ) *TEMP )
END DO
WRITE (*,*) L,K,VAR


































WRITE(*,*) 'WAVE SLOPE VARIANCE UP TO
'




WRITE(*,*) 'CUM CROSS-WIND VARIANCE
'
, VARY( I , 2 ) , VARY( I , 2) -VARY( 1-1 , 2)
WRITE (*,*) 'CUM ALONG-WIND VARIANCE =















SUBROUTINE RALPH ( X , N , RY , IY , MY , PY )
A
* COMPOSITE SUBROUTINE TO DISPLAY COMPLEX ARRAY AS REAL, IMAGINARY,
* MAGNITUDE, AND PHASE COMPONENTS
A
* INPUT:
* COMPLEX ARRAY X(N,N)
A-126
* OUTPUTS:
* REAL ARRAY RY(N,N)
* IMAGINARY ARRAY IY(N,N)
* MAGNITUDE ARRAY MY(N,N)

















WRITE(*,*) 'MAGNITUDE COMPONENT OF COMPLEX
ARRAY'
CALL ALPHA ( MY, N)
A















IY(I, J)=AIMAG(X(I, J) )
MY(I, J)=CABS(X(I, J))
IF ((RY(I, J) .EQ.0.0) .AND.(IY(I, J) .EQ.0.0))
THEN
PY(I, J)=0.0
ELSEIF (IY(I, J) .EQ.0.0) THEN











SUBROUTINE SEA_SPEC (W_V , Z , W_AZ , DELTA_K, Fl , F2 , F3 , F4 , FX1 , FY1 , KCOR , N , P , Q )
A
* GENERATES PIERSON-STACY 2D SLOPE 4 ELEVATION SPECTRA IN RECT COORDINATES [L,M]
* CALCULATES VARIANCE OF SPECTRA FROM 1*DELTA_K TO (N/2-1 ) *DELTA_K
A
* INPUTS:
* w_V = WIND_VELOCITY MEASUREMENT AT HEIGHT Z ABOVE WATER SURFACE [CM/SEC]
* Z = HEIGHT OF WIND_VELOCITY MEASUREMENT [CM]
* W_AZ = AZIMUTHAL DIRECTION OF WIND RELATIVE TO SENSOR [RAD]
* DELTAJC = DELTA SPATIAL FREQUENCY [CY/CM]
A
* OUTPUTS:
* Fl = ABS( TOTAL (X+Y) SLOPE SPECTRUM) [ ]
* F2 = ABS(ELEVATION SPECTRUM) tCMl
* F3 = ABS(X-COMPONENT SLOPE SPECTRUM) [ 1
* F4 = ABS(Y-COMPONENT SLOPE SPECTRUM) t ]
* FX1 = X-COMPONENT SLOPE SPECTRUM [ .
* FY1 = Y-COMPONENT SLOPE SPECTRUM t 1






REAL A , ALPH , ANGO , ANG1 , BETA , D , DELTAJC ,
ENUG , G , K , KINT , KMAG , K_MAX , KNU
REAL Kl , K2 , K3 , L , M, P2 , PI , SPANG, SPEC , SPREAD ,





REAL FX1(P:Q,P:Q),FY1(P:Q,P:Q) , SPRDCOR( 0
: 4096 )
REAL CSPAN(0:512) , SPANGCOR( 0 : 512) , SPECCOR( 0




* ALPH=PHILLIPS CONSTANT [UNITLESS]
BETA=0.7 4
* BETA= [ ]
ENUG-1.473E-4
* ENUG=E/(NU*G) [ ]
G=980 .0











* VJ1IN-MINIMUM FRICTION VELOCITY [CM/ SEC]
A
CALL WIND(WJ/,Z,VJ'RIC,V25 0,V10 0 0,V1250,V1950)
*
D=(1.274 + (0.0268*VJ7RIC) + (6.03E-5*(VjrRIC**2) ))**2
Kl= (K2*(VJtIN**2) ) / (V_FRIC**2)
KNU=((0.5756*SQRT(VJ-RIC)*KJ1AX)/(D**( 0.16667) ) )



















SPRED2=EXP( (-1 . 0*(G**2) ) / (2.
0* (K**2 ) * (VI 95
0** 4 ) ) )
SPRED3=(1.0-(A/2.0)+(A*SPRED0))/PI
SPREAD=( (SPRED1*(1 . 0-SPRED2) ) +( SPRED3*SPRED2) )
*






* CALCULATE ID ELEVATION POWER SPECTRUM
A
IF ( (0.0.LT.K) .AND. (K.LE.K1)) THEN
SPEC=(ALPH/(2.0*(K**3)))*EXP( ( -1 .
0*BETA* (G**2) )/ ( (VI 950**4






















SPEC=(ENUG*(VJ?RIC**3)*(KJ.AX**6) ) / (K**9)
ENDIF
A






















* CORRECT SPECTRA FOR POLAR-TO-RECTANGULAR CONVERSION













VARJTOT-VARJTOT+ (Fl ( I , J ) **2 )






VARJC=VARJC+ (FX1 ( I , J) **2 ) * (DELTAJC**2 )
FY1(I, J)=FY1(I, J) /TEMP
VARJf=VARJf+ (FY1 ( I , J) **2 ) * ( DELTAJC**2 )
F3(I, J)=F3(I, J)/TEMP
F4(I, J)=F4(I, J) /TEMP
A
* ADDITIONAL VARIANCE FOR DOUBLY- SAMPLED NYQUIST FREQUENCY
A
IF (KMAG. GT. FLOAT (Q) ) THEN
VARJTOT=VARJTOT+(F1(I, J ) **2 ) * (DELTA_K**2 )
VAR_ELV=VARJSLV+(F2(I, J) **2) * (DELTA_K**2)
VARJC=VARJC+(FX1(I, J) **2) * (DELTAJC**2)











*** DO 1=1, Q+l
*** K=FLOAT(I)*DELTAJC
***
WRITE(*,*) K,SPANGCOR(I) ,SPRDCOR(I) ,CSPAN(I)
*** END DO
'TOTAL SLOPE VARIANCE OF THE Y-COMPONENTS
'
, VAR
'TOTAL SLOPE VARIANCE OF THE X-COMPONENTS -
'
, VARJC
'TOTAL SLOPE COMBINED VARIANCE = ',VAR_TOT













SUBROUTINE SKYBLUE (LREF , PHIO , Z 0 , N , P , Q , LSKY , HSKY , VSKY)
A
* CREATE UNPOLARIZED SKYDOME HEMISPHERICAL RADIANCE DISTRIBUTION




* LREF = REFERENCE RADIANCE MEASURED AT THE ZENITH POINT, LSKY(0,0) [UNIT]
* PHIO = SUN AZIMUTH [DEG] [-180.. +180]
* ZO = SUN DECLINATION
A
* OUTPUT:
* LSKY UNPOLARIZED SKYDOME ANGULAR
RADIANCE DISTRIBUTION
* HSKY HORIZONTALLYJ'OLARIZED LSKY





REAL LSKY(P:Q,P:Q) , HSKY(P : Q , P : Q) , VSKY(P : Q, P : Q)










THETA= (PI / 2 . 0 ) * ( SQRT ( ( L**2 ) + (M**2 ) ) / FLOAT ( Q ) )
*














1 COSMU=COS (Z0)*COS (THETA )+SIN(Z0)* SIN ( THETA ) *COS (PHI -PHIO )
MU=ACOS(COSMU)
A=0 . 91+10.0*EXP(-3 . 0*MU)+0 . 45* (C0SMU**2 . 0 )




B-1.0 -EXP (-0.32 /COS (THETA))
2 C=0.274*(0.91+10.0*EXP(-3.0*Z0)+0.45*((COS(Z0))**2.0) )
LSKY ( I , J ) =LREF*A*B / C
*
* CALCULATE HORIZONTALLY 4 VERTICALLY POLARIZED FRACTIONS
* VIA PURE RAYLEIGH SCATTERING MODEL
A














WRITE(*,*) 'LSKY UNPOLARIZED SKYDOME ANGULAR RADIANCE DISTRIBUTION'




CALL PLT3DOUTPUT (FNAME, LSKY,N,P,Q)
CALL PLT3DFILE(LSKY,N)
WRITE(*,*) 'HSKY = HORIZONTALLYJ>OLARIZED LSKY'
IF (N.EQ.64) CALL ALPHA(HSKY , 64 )
FNAME- 'HSKY.
RAY'
CALL PLT3DOUTPUT ( FNAME , HSKY , N , P , Q)
CALL PLT3DFILE(HSKY,N)
WRITE(*,*) 'VSKY = VERTICALLYJPOLARIZED LSKY'








SUBROUTINE SKYMAP ( LREF , PHI 0 , Z 0 , THETA , N , P , Q , LSRF , HSRF , VSRF )
A
* CREATE UNPOLARIZED SKYDOME HEMISPHERICAL RADIANCE DISTRIBUTION
* IN SURFACE SLOPE COORDINATES (BETA, ALPHA) RELATIVE TO SENSOR
* RESOLVE HORIZONTALLY_ 4 VERTICALLYJ'OLARIZED RADIANCE COMPONENTS
A
* INPUT:
* LREF = REFERENCE RADIANCE MEASURED AT THE ZENITH POINT, LSKY(0,0) [UNIT]
* PHIO = SUN AZIMUTH [DEG] [-180.. +180]
* THETA = SENSOR AZIMUTH ANGLE [DEG] [0..+90]
* ZO = SUN AZIMUTH ANGLE [DEG] [0..+90]
A
* OUTPUT:
* LSRF = LINEAR MAP OF LSKY TO SURFACE COORDINATES (ALPH.BETA)
* HSRF = LINEAR MAP OF HSKY TO SURFACE COORDINATES (ALPH, BETA)




REAL ALPH , BETA , COSOMEGA , DELTA , IV1 ,
IV2 , IV3 , NV1 , NV2 , NV3 , RV1 , RV2 , RV3 , THE!
REAL LSRF(P:Q,P:Q) , HSRF (P : Q , P : Q) , VSRF (P : Q , P : Q)







* IV1,IV2,IV3 ARE THE RESOLVED COMPONENTS OF THE SENSOR COORDINATE VECTOR
A
IV1=SIND ( THETA )*SIND (180.0)









BETA=SQRT( (L**2)+(M**2 ) )
*
IF (BETA.GE. 90 .0) GOTO 4
*






* NV1,NV2,NV3 ARE THE RESOLVED COMPONENTS OF THE SURFACE NORMAL VECTOR
*
NV1=SIND( BETA) *SIND(ALPH)
NV2=S IND( BETA )*COSD(ALPH)
NV3=COSD(BETA)
*




* RV1,RV2,RV3 ARE THE RESOLVED COMPONENTS OF THE REFLECTED SKYDOME VECTOR
A
RV1=(NV1*2 . 0*COSOMEGA) -IV1
RV2=(NV2*2 . 0*COSOMEGA) -IV2









IF (THET. GT. PI/2.0) THEN
LSRFd, J)=0 .0
HSRFd, J)=0 .0





1 COSMU=COS(Z0)*COS( THET )+SIN( ZO ) *SIN( THET ) *COS (PHI-PHIO )
MU-ACOS(COSMU)
A=0 . 91+10.0*EXP(-3. 0*MU)+0. 45* (COSMU**2 . 0 )




B=1.0-EXP(-0. 32 /COS (THET) )
2 C=0. 27 4*(0. 91+10. 0*EXP ( -3 . 0*Z0 ) +0 . 45* ( ( COS ( ZO ) ) **2 . 0 ) )
LSRF(I, J)=LREF*A*B/C
A
* CALCULATE HORIZONTALLY 4 VERTICALLY POLARIZED FRACTIONS
* VIA PURE RAYLEIGH SCATTERING MODEL
A






COSNU=( SIN (THET) *COS ( ZO ) -SIN ( ZO ) *COS ( THET )*COS( PHI-PHIO))/ SIN (MU)
PSI=0 . 94* ( ( 1 . 0-COSMU2) / ( 1 . 0+COSMU2) )
3 H=(0.5*(1.0-PSI) )+(PSI*(COSNU**2) )
HSRFd, J)=LSRF(I, J)*H






*** WRITE(*,*) 'LSRF = LSKY MAPPED TO SURFACE
COORDINATES'







WRITE (*,*) 'HSRF HSKY MAPPED TO SURFACE
COORDINATES'




CALL PLT3DOUTPUT (FNAME , HSRF , N , P , Q)
*** CALL PLT3DFILE(HSRF,N)
A
WRITE(*,*) 'VSRF = VSKY MAPPED TO SURFACE
COORDINATES'














REAL PI , SPREAD , SPREDO , SPRED1 , SPRED2 , SPRED3








ANG1-FLOAT ( I ) *DELTA
SPREDO=COS(ANG1)**2
SPRED1=(8. 0/ (3 . 0*PI) )*(SPRED0**2)
SPRED2=EXP( (-1 ,0*(G**2) )/(2.0*(K**2)*(V1950**4)))
SPRED3=(1.0- (A/2. 0)+(A*( SPREDO))) /PI






SUBROUTINE WGNJ5PEC (Wl , GWN , I SEED , N, P , Q)
A
* CREATE FREQUENCY DOMAIN REPRESENTATION OF WHITE GAUSSIAN NOISE
* OUTPUT:
* N*N COMPLEX MATRIX GWN(P:Q,P:Q) WHERE:
* P=-N/2 AND Q-N/2-1
* REAL(WGN(I, J)) VARIES FROM
* IMAG(WGN(I, J)) VARIES FROM
* MAG (WGN(I,J) EQUALS +1.0











* CREATE N*N REAL MATRIX W1(P:Q,P:Q) OF PSEUDORANDOM VALUES
A
A-136
-1.0 TO +1. 0



























SUBROUTINE WGN2D (N , VAR, I SEED , WAY)











SUM = SUM + TEMP
END DO
WAY ( I , J )
-TVAR* (





SUBROUTINE WIND (WIND , Z , VJ'RIC , V250 , VI 0 00 ,
V1250 , VI 950 )
A
* OUTPUTS WIND VELOCITIES AT HEIGHTS 0 CM, 250 CM,
1250 CM, 4 1950 CM
* ABOVE WATER SURFACE BASED ON INPUT WIND
JTELOCITY MEASUREMENT AND MEASUREMENT
* HEIGHT ABOVE WATER SURFACE. AN HOMOGENEOUS
WIND PROFILE IS ASSUMED.
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* INPUTS:
* WINDJ7 = INPUT WINDJ7EL0CITY MEASUREMENT [CM/ SEC]
* Z = MEASUREMENT HEIGHT ABOVE WATER SURFACE [CM]
* OUTPUTS:
* VJ-RIC = WIND VELOCITY AT 0 CM [CM/ SEC]
* V250 = WIND VELOCITY AT 250 CM [CM/SEC]
* V1000 = WIND VELOCITY AT 1000 CM [CM/SEC]
* V1250 = WIND VELOCITY AT 1250 CM [CM/SEC]




REAL RATIO, WIND V,V FRIC , V250 , V1000 , V1250 , V1950 , X( 46 , 6) , Y , Z , ZO











IF (Z.EQ.1950 . 0) J=6
IF (Z .EQ. 1250 .0) J=5
IF (Z.EQ. 1000.0) J=4
IF (Z.EQ. 250.0) J=3
IF (Z.EQ. 0.0) J=2
DO 1=1,46
IF (X(I, J) .GT.WINDJ7) THEN










VI 950= (V FRIC/0.4)*LOG(1950.0/Z0)
WRITE (* *) 'VJ'RIC
'
,VJ?RIC















'BAD FILE OPENING FOR
VJJATA.DAT'
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